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VERY PRETTY
WAS WEDDING
ill BS MILDRED SOULE AND
WM. C. COOLIDGE UNITED
YESTERDAY.
50 PEOPLE
ARE ROASTING
IN WRECK NEAR VALPARAISA
INDIANA, IT IS
FEARED
STATELY HOME PRESENTED 8. & 0. TRAINS IN
VERY CHARMING SCENE HEAD-END COLLISION
MR AND MRS. VANCULIN EN. COACHES WERE HURL
ED
rBRTAIN NEXT TUESDAY DOWN EMBANKMENT AND
VOR MR. NASH. CAUGHT FIRE.
• Daughters of Confederacy Meet To-
morrow Morning With the
President, Mn. Koger.
Very beautiful and largely attended
was the wedding yesterday afternoon
of htiss Mildred Loving Soule of
this it and Mr. Williams Kirkham
Cool dge of Memphis, Tens The
ceremony was performed at 3
o'clock at the residence of the bride's
pother, Mrs. Leslie Soule on North
Fifth near Harrison street, Rev T.
J. Newell of the Broadway Metho-
d it church officiating
The elegant residence was a scene
of great beauty and attraction, the
spacious hall and parlors being artis-
t.cally decorated with a graceful ar-
easement of white chrysaathernnms
and Southern smilax. A pink and
green hue predominated in the din -
is. hall, where from the chandelier
dropped to the four corners of the
table pink tulle, while pink carnations
and ferns fined the bride's basket that
formed the center-piece. The cover
Wig white open week over green.
Kra Samuel H. Winstead rendered
.tlie bridal march which accompanied
eastrance of the attendants, WOW
Jima Debar" and Lecyette Soule,
IA. looked beautifal in white and
sank organdies, each carrying carna-
bona of • pink tinge. The little
ladle. were followed by the happy
pair, the accomplisned and beautiful
young bride looking very sweet and
attractive in an elaborate gown of
Alice-blne with lake trimmings and
yoke The bridde's roses carried
were us a shower boquet. In presence
01 many friends there was performed
the impressive ,crernony linking to-
gether the lives and hearts of the
Pak.
Foliciering the nuptials the newly
named pair entertained with a wed-
ding reception of much elaborateness
Is the parlors the following receiv-
ed: Mrs. Nelson Soule, Mrs. Leslie
Soule, Mr. and Mrs. Cooldige, Dr.
and Mrs. Newell, Dr. W. E. Cave,
Mrs Loving West, Memphis; Miss
Reed Watt, of Frankfort; Miss Lucy-
ettt Soule, Miss Julia Dabney, Mrs.
H. S. Wells, Mrs. H. P. Sights, Miss
Mary Care, Miss Sadic Smith.
In the hall they were assisted by
illiesdasass Hal S. Corbett and Eli G.
baastab 'WM at the dining room door
ilifudeaus Limaeus Orme and Harris
Rankin greeted the concours. Mes-
dames A. S. Dabney. Charles Emery,
;wit 1.1 ..es Kathleen Whitefie14,
illegpg Newell, Mary Linn and Mary
lerritnan assisted in the dining hall,
wh,e the pink and green color
abase osseieleell low do dainty re-
freinments served.
Misses Ella B. Wilhelm and Elite-
heth Atkins were in charge of the
"Bride's Book."
Last evening the happy pair left
,r Chicago and other Northetn
prints on their bridal tear which
cicses with their arrivval Sect whek
at Memphis, where they take op
their borne.
The bride is one of the city's sweet
est and most prominent of the girls in
the younger set, being blessed with
much beauty and grace of manner..
ed with beauty and grace of manner.
She comes of one of Kentucky's first
families, being a granddadghter of
the late Hon. Nelson Soule, Padu-
cab's pioneer druggist during life, who
was associated in business with the
bride's father the late Dr. Leslie
Soule,
Mr. Coolidge is a 'tiding young
business man of Memphis, holding an
important position with one of the
big railroad systems entering that
city.
The couple were the recipients of
many elegant and costly gifts.
For Bridal Pair.
Mr. and Mrs. David Lindsay Van
Culin, of South Sixth have issued in-
vitations for a reception they will ten-
der from 8 until ti o'clock the even-
ing of Teusday, November aoth at
their home, complimentary to Mr.
aid Mrs. Maurice B. Nash, Jr., who
were atirried last Saturday in Louis-
-1FlOaallatieitt—ou-Inage Pour.)
it th mks she is, he is justified In not
v1pg voi to his real thoughts.
I train hed- ego peesetorere on board,
timely ii1 of whom were immigrants.
The railroad company toithered phy-
I oiziens from every avsilahl..! point and1
, a wreck teals from rhicatto hronehe
robora. There were rftv at the scene
tomittend the iniiireet. The serer+ n:-
corred on a curve an the engineers
,harl tort time to reverse their levhs
land intro). Five persons were killed
and twenty were injured, some of
whom try die.
Ti"- loral sAcials of the Baltimore
& Ohio 'Railroad claimed later in the
fl'AV that onty one man was killed in
tire wreck, and he was an unknown
Italian. I
At to:30 elock the B. & 0. notified
the othvaidana in charoe of Mer.-y,
Hospital to prepare for the reeen-
Ition of fnrtv injured persons. T
he
train is scheduled to arrive in Ode eity
at neon.
One Hundred and Sixty-Seven Pas-
sengers Were On the Train, so
Unaccounted For.
Valparaiso, Ind., Nov is—Fifty
out of 167 immigrants who were on a
Bakienore & Ohio train which collided
liecd-on with a freight train this
morning at Woodville, ten miles north
of here are missing and it is believed
their bodies were consumed by the
tire which destroyed six coaches 04
the immigrant train.
.1••••••1•411 Chicago, Nov. ta.—A Last:rouewreck occurred today on rhe Balti-
more Si Ohio Railroad at Woodville,
It'd. about thirty miles from this city.
Reports so far are conflicting. but the
niajor4ty of them place the nentbse
of dead at five killed outright in the
collision, twenty to thirty others bl-
ies aught in the wreckage and
burned to death, and twenty-five ser-
iously itiiured The maiority of the
killed and wounded are immigrants
1 The accident is said to have bees
'remised by cooftission regerding sig-
nals, which allowed the irri ,,..t
train to pass a station when a freight
was approaching from the opposite di-
rection
At Pull Speed.
i The two trains came together at
Intl sneed and the impact wrecked
both of them completely A number
of eirs of die immigrant train was
tatted down a ten-foot embankment
ant_linmediately caueht Are Al-
t-hush everv-Possihle effort was tootle
tr extricate them from the wreckage.
names agreed so rapidly that this was
irwissihle in eininv este* and it is
certain that fully a score were burned
tr. death before aid could be given
them. It is know., that five of the im-
migrants were killed outright. and the
enrineer of the emigrant train vu
en badly injured that his recovery
is inatiossihle
I WoodsiiRe Is a small station about
ten voiles mart% of Veleandso and aid
was immediately eummoned from that
tiller A serer-tine trsio whieh was
at once made up at WoodvMe Mg
dlepatched along the line to seertre
,tnediteil aid and every pimiento% with.
tin reach was at once taken on board
of the train and harried hack to
Woodville. Later reports -from the
wreck declared that the ntimher or
dead was but free and that none of
'the immigrants were burned to deatht.i h loure
Mawr Immigrants,
I The colliding were mrtieess Mad
No 47. west-hound made no oF ex-
press and passenver ears. sod freiodo
train No. oti. cut-hound. The express
'ONLY ONE IMMIGRANT FOUND
About Forty to Forty-Five Reported
Fla lti m ore, Nov. T 2. —A41vices to
the p & 0. general offices here say:
The collision was between a west
bound immigrant train and a Chicatro-
iNew York East bound freight 
train.
There were tas immigrants on the
passenger train The last report says
that up to 8-so o'clock only one ito-
migrant was found dead and as near
,ss can be told, about forty to forty-
were missing. They may presto
MANDAMUS "SUIT AGAINST !LIVELY SCRAP WILL DISMISS
CITY CLERK ALONE NOW BETWEEN MEN AUDITOR% SUITS
PADUCAH DISTILLERIES COMPANY HAD OLD ACTION DIS-
MISSED AGAINST CLERK AND ALDERM.FobilIN 4011WER TO
ERINC IT AGAINST CITY CLERK HENRY. BAILEY ALONE
ON THE GROUND THAT HE IS THE ONLY LAGALLY AU-
THORIZED PERSON TO GRANT A LICENSE PERMITTING
HOUSES TO SELL WHISKEY IN QUANTITIES AS 11111ALL AS
ONE QUART.
In the circuit court yesterday the
Paducah Disolleries Company with-
drew the mandamus suit it instituted
against the members of the alder
ciente board, and City Clerk Henry
Bailey of this coo,. The company
had the littigation dismissed in or-
der that a new suit could be brought
teday against Clerk Bailey only.
When this second action is filed
Judge Reed will take it up for con-
sideration.
The d-stilleries company's saloon
license was taken away from it last
June because the firm used in adver-
tising its business some literature
that was objectionable_ One month
since the distilleries people applied to
thi aldermen for a !Tense entitling
the concern to sell Hquor in as small
quantities as one quart. The aldermen
refused the application, and the dis-
tilleries company then filed a manda-
'mut suit against t:ity Clerk Bailey
and all the eight members of the al-
dermanic body to comoel them to
'
grant the concern the license. The
court took up this action last week
and was prepared to reader an opin-
iou, but the lawyer for the distiller-
ies company yesterday asked the court
to dismiss this suit without preju-
dice. The judge d.d this, and today
the distilleries firm will Me a new ac
.ion, which w'ill be against City Clerk
Bailey alone, the aldermen not being
it,t luded as defendants,
• In taking this new step the dis-
tilleries concern contends that the
city cierk alone is the legaUy author-
ised person to grant a Ikense per-
mitting .. "hiskey house to sell liquor
in as small quantities as one quart.
IThe distilleries people will set up
the plea in their new htigation of41 onay that the aldermen or council-men do not have to ratify a quart li-
quor license, as has been done in the
past, before it is effective, but that
the mere granting of the license by
the city clerk is sufficient.
MISTAKE MADE REHKOPF CASE
IN MAJORITY
COLONEL HENDRICK BEAT
CARTER BY 33,076 BAL-
LOTS.
Through Wades Mars Was clummit-
Ihmsday the Name of Coun-
cilman Crandall.
Some papers have made a mistake
in this city and over the state, an-
nouncing the majority of Colonel
John K. Hendrick who last Tuesday
in the state democratic primary se-
co-ed the party nomination for attor-
ney-general of Kentucky over Law-
yer Lilliard D. Carter By error some
oi the papers have published that the
majority of the colonel was only xi.-
000, while 'in fact it is 32,076. This is
one of the largest majorities ever
gotten for any office, and speaks well
for Mr. Hendrick, who is recognized
everywhere as one of Kentucky's
greatest attorneys.
Crandall's Name Out
Sunday warning through these col-
umns there was published the offic-
ial count, show ng the n,itmber of
votes received in this city by every
candidate in the general election
of last Tuesday Through an
oversight, there was omitted the
name of Councilman Alonzo Crandall,
rf the Fourth weed, who was re-elect-
ed to succeed himself. His vote was
1.293, he defeat ng his republican op-
ponent by nearly aoo votes.
GOLD ORNAMENTS DUG UP
Pueblo. Mexico, Nov 12.—a vast
store of gold ornaments have been un-
earthed under the altar of the ancient
Santo Domingo cathedral in this
city. They are valued at $3.000moo.
The papal delegates has been noti-
fied of the rich find.
ably have scattered over the country.
The entire immigrant train of six
cars was burned as were three cars
in the freight train. The fireman of
the freight train is dead and Fireman
Culler of the immigrant train is badly
hurt, and it is believed he cannot live.
Engineers Wrenneman and Burke of
the two trains, and Baggagemaster
Snyder of the immigrant train are
bodly injured. Both engines were
turned over on the south side of the
track and fell clear of the main track.
ANOTHER REPORT.
Forty-Five Persons Misting and
Probably Burning.
South Bend, Ind., Nov. 12.—Reports
from the Baltimore & Ohio wreck at
Woodville, in Laporte County, are
that forty-five persons are tmaccount-
ed for and, are probably burning in the
wreckitge. Reports are very meagre
no cnorus girts, no cigare.ttes, no ```.`-‘," ucumg wnrn rime oaas fa-
bridge, no society journals. It mistfor his side,—Hartford (Conn.)
••••
CONTINUED
AN EXAMINATION WILL NOT
BE HAD UNTIL TO-
MORROW.
Jesse& Emery Fined Mrs ikhstfer
and Ulrich lkyor $5 Eeach for
Letdap Hogt Fan at Large.
•
Yesterday was the time set try
Referee Bagby of the bankrupt court,
to hate president E. Rehkopf of the
Rehkopf Saddlery company before
him for personal examination. As
!Me. Rah* could not get up hisschedule of liabilities and assets by
that time the referee continued the
matter over until tomorrow morning
lin order to give the head of the bank-
rupt firm time to finish his schedu/e.
Sued For Lawyer's Fee.
A L Harper yesterday filed suit
'against Richard Howell for 05
claimed due as a lawyer's fee plain-
tiff earned for representing defendant
in some litigation Howell's crop of
tobacco was attached. The suit was
filed in Justice Eemery's court.
II 
-
Horse Attached by Lew.
Justice Charles Emery yesterday
had lodged with' him a- suit "of The
Tully Livery company against Willie
Minnie' for $33 that Tully claims
IMinnich owes him for stabling Min-
Inick's horse, which was found in
 pos-
session of Porter Brown near Arcadia,
and levied on
Swine Ownirs Fined.
Justice Emery yesterday fined Mrs.
H. C. Schiffer and Mr. Ulrich Beyer
$5 and costs each, because the two
permitted their hogs to run at large
upon the public roads in violation of
the law which prohibits swine
other stock from roaming over
'highways.
0000o00000
0
0
C.
LAST WIDOW OF NAN
IN REVOLUTION DIES.
Married Him at Age of Twen-
ty-One—He was Then Sev-
enty-Five Years Old.
• • • M. •
or
theelormoin Hamlettsburg, but hearing a
warrant was gotten out for him by
Goilliet, Ise returned here and sur-
rendered
LAWYER EATON AND E. T. JUDGE ,LIGHTFfPOT WALL
HARYICK HAVE FISTICUFF t STRIKE. THEM PROM
FIGHT OCCURRED ABOUT
WIFE'S DIVORCE SUIT
PETE O'BRYAN SURRENDERS
AND CLAIMS HE IS NOT
THE GUILTY PARTY,
Adeline Morton, ?terms, Contend,
Bob McGee, Colored, Assaulted
Her with Baseball Bat_
(tune a lively wrap occurrid short-
ly before 6 o'clock last evening in the
main entrance to the Fraternity build-
ing between Lawyer W V. Eaton
and Mr. E. T. Herrick and during
which the lawyer's lip was badly cut
from tise blow from the first of Mu-
sick, while the latter was thrown
down and drubbed a little by the at-
torney when bystanders rushed up
and pulled him off.
The fight revolted from Lawyer
Eaton yesterday morning filing suit
in the circuit court for Mrs Marwick,
'who wants a divorce from her bus-
band, who was formerly in the gro-
cery, then restaurant business, but
now tends bar at a saloon down in
the business portion of the city. She
charges her husband with being cruel
to her, and also with failing to sup-
port her. After .the lawyer filed the
, action yesterday the husband went to
his office and wanted Eaton to with-
draw the litigation instituted on be-
half of use wife Eaton refused and
just before 6 o'clock was standing jast
inside the main entrance ot tithe fra-
ternity building waiting for his law
portant wises Marwick rushed out of
the office of Judge E W. Whittemore
the real estate dealer, and dashing
up to F.aton struck time lattct In
the month. The two men clinched
and Paton shoat bed Harvick down , u
when other& puilel bit& ail_ Marwick I e . . 
lleek
0atihie what t 
dge 
oey seed iheLighethr "AT
'then rushed in I',. WMttemore office
lipaoolds nreg for a frItik and at this there
neral scrimmage by the large their proton& .
direct the supply houses to taut in
equip the new institution, and tima
il
crowd attracted, as all wanted to get
,cut of danger's way. Eaton went into
Irks' Charles Jennings real estate
office, and Hsevick
Presently Caprinee. I Travis to E E.. Sisk for $1.31" flad
county has been sold be, W
and, picking up his hat, 
illie
out of the Whittemore
c'ffice 
rue 
the deed lodged in the county clarify
:ceeded out the front door, warning i
1
Eaton that he would "get him yet" 
!inionsoffimce sfyo.e.srct$0e7ttrr5dett:re.operty y in the mayfiew
sold to Seplaus Sea-
funiinrThioutuiengss s buttwerhe ebpylowrsetatstody
 
being y 
prevented li creek section of the county.
being one in which the lawyer wants near Niro:keno:: to many.
Herrick put tinder a bond to keep the
i theigaseountTyC.
ommissianer Cecil.. .4
much harm being done. The inside of
Mow driving the flesh back against $700 kind on the Big Rayon creek in
the teeth tflMnaSfestrTereCIColmj.iskis oo. RericharCeoid.°:Reedkr
the lawyer's lip taus split by the first
, Harrick, one charging
Two warrants were issued ::riathinsat 5.01d 0 hcimpsou. Wils
on  co.. aor
hverach of the peace, and the other sr ,5coo property on Kentucky avenue
peace.
The clerk issued marriage licenses
to the following; Wm. K. Coolidge,
aged 31 and Mildred Soule, aged ry
former of Memphis and latter if
radocha, 
county. 
mst0 ‘rrong, seed
'if 
the 
 11.
..!
Rut/diked, ve, Nov. zs.—Mrs.
Esther Sumner Damon. said to
be the last widow of
a soldier of the revolutionary
war, died at her home in
Plyi..outh Unioreat the age of
93 years. She was married in
1835 when she was 21 years old
to Noah Damon, who was then
75 years of ago. Damon served
through the revolutionary war,
having enlisted in 1775.
o 0 0 -o o o oo
•
0
()Bryan Surrendered.
Pete O'Bryan, a one-hand man yes-
terday came to the city hall and cur-
rendered, stating he understood a
warrant had been gotten out against
him by a man damed Gulljet cbarging
O'Bryan with robbery. The accused
remained at the hall last nigh' in
order to be present this smorrting for
in investigation in the police court
Guilliet claimed several nights ago
that he was drinking with some peo-
ple and that when be "came to" his
money was gone. CY2ryan was with
the-him at the New Richmond bar for
s while. O'Brytar went to his old
of the
claiming
theft.
lie was innocent
-
MANY MERCHANTS HAVE
PAID THIEIR LICENSES
ONLY FEW SETIMEAIENTS BE-
FORE COUNTY COURT
FOR DISPOSA.L,
Furnishing Committee Will Ham to
Firm Get Figures Before Meg
Can Know Coat ei Esenement
Yesterday in Judge Ligheisallis
court, many suits Auditor's Agelet
Tanner filed several week* stip
againat a tonnber of Paducah mer-
chants and busenees firms Mine OW
The judge continued the action, Dune
until the next rsgukr term of edielik
when he will dismiss the entice bar-
cut, so be rated yesterday.
Tanner goes over the comma-
wealth bringing units against people
and firms be claims have not mad
their state license soder the new legs,
He brought ninny serious in Pa41*
totem against hardwaretnen for
'revolvers at retail without a liceane
some against operators or pool and
billiard rooms, and others against
houses for different alleged licensee
!Many of the firms have paid ibeir
.license, others are not liable hr
ithemi etc
Cobnty Court.
Yesterday Judge Lightfoot held bis
seseion of county court, but there Imo
'nothing before him except a few
estate settlements and other amour
,bueineis of a similar nature.
FurniaiSAg Committee.
morning %legion the furamideg
olorsmotee foe the poor Earls sielis
with the
1
PeoPirtY Zeit
Land in the Clark's river sectsmaof
I Colored Couple.A colored couple procuring a li-cense was Henry Robinson, aged ad
lof this scity, and Lula Nichola, aged
t 25 of Illinois. They stepped into the
office of Judge Lightfoot after pro-
curing the documents, and had the
ceremony performed.
OBJECT
Machines
Ago
LESSON IN
OLD AUTOS
Built Mere Than a Doodle
Parade Paris Streets.
Paris, Nov. I2.—The rapid progress
The police have not yet discovered the past ten years was shown today
Nagel Burglary. , made on motor construction daring
who it was that threw the brick iv a picturesque procession of anti-
through the window of Nagel & quated motor care. The procession
Meyer's jewelry store, at, Third and made its way from the Place de is
0- cvBroadway.theviveaworlytatSeisositavygornenornThinge.
SCeovnrrraldehrursSewes' thn'eahr..eiconsutnelt 
miles
° window has been repaired temporarily No car less than ten years old was
° with a large pane of gimes *side the allowed to enter. Many modern ma-
° brolien place. A new plate has been chines accompanied the old-timers
ordered to take the place of
smalhed one.
Horses Taken Up.
horse catcher for the city,
Lycurgus Rice, the official cowha  ns 
two 
cuo Illcierritituseb‘otert nd, 
Edgar 
for divorceartiarykk 
fromon the
stray horses in the city pound, one aniunids of cruelty and non-support.
being taken up at Foirteenth and She wants $5,000 alimony and custody
Jefferson streets! and the other at lof their child.
Fighteenth and Bra-Away. As thsoon i high—Drseft. Jo.olT Rpupieddis ifcok ar theitdil000psoHis blie
Condoned on Page Five. 'exercise this satendt. 
i
-LAM
the and afforded an interesting compari-
. son. 41
—Ella R. Harvick yesterday in the
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MIL EDWARD WILLIAMS HERE
EWROUTE TO MONTEREY,
-MEX., TO LOCATE.
Mr. Bleecker Will Look After All
the Stone and Webster
Properties.
Mr. Edward Williams is here for a
kw days visiting h s father, Capt.
Mike Wliliamo of the marine ways.
The former h as been residing at
lirmingbane Ala., for several years,
being the supe rintendent of a large
zallkig mill th ere, but now goes to
• Monterey, Nicnc.co, to assume the
aranegement of a similar industry, at
a handsome sa /ary. Although only
ae years of ag. a he is an energetic
aid sterling you ng business man who
has been superii ttending these plants
fiat several years . He will leave here
in a few days . for his new place
Left or East.
Mr. ark Stui •divant has gone to
Reston, Mass., to remain at the head-
eaarters of Ston, & Webster, who
cwn the street cm r, light wed heating
plants here. Mr. , Sturdivant was su-
perintendent of th t gas and electric
heisting plants wh fie hew. General
Manager John Blet !cater of the entire
industries will her eafter look after
these departments a Is°, in addition to
all the others He s viii probably have
as assistant Mr. Sweetest, who
was chief clerk to M r. Sturdivant Mr.
Sweetzee is now co nfined in a pri-
vate ward at Riversi de hospital with
slow fever.
Build New Bank.
The contract for i the new bank
badding at Haardin 1 ins been let • to
Contractor. J. L. Richat xis of Trervant,
Tenn., who puts up th • stracturer for
Stew. It will be tw. a stones high
and constructed on mod ern plans, with
corner entrance and arched glass
front. The contract c all. for coin
pktion of the building • 11 thoty. days
Forwourding Ma terial.
Contractor George W 'Likel oi this
tit, is now forwarding carload after
carload of brick, sand and other
material to Clarfuville, 1 fens., where
he goes the last of this week or first
elf next to start off the work upon
the huge branch factor) • he is to
erect for the American Snu if company,
at' a cos, of agooto. Aft er he gets
the construction work well under way
he will leave his foreman there con-
stantly to superintend thi nes. while
M. Weikel return, here to look Meer
his other contractir He will! go clown
to Clarkevire about every tl hrty days
tn see how things at coming on
Political Integrity Wilma.
• (Memphis News-Scinsiatra
Over in Kansas. two years .ago
President itooeevelt carried tile otate
a.' by 136,00n-inajority. sand Hoi:h was
elected governor by 'marl); 7oalo5 ma,
jority. During the two years of. his
administration he did not live op to
expsgations end thefue: his re-elee-
• iI011 is in doubt It is the one health
fu
C.1 2 state tam so far forget party
; sr
 of the times that a people
lines as to do•exact justice to flee
_ _ _ _
grind and the big official.
Gov. Johnson of Minaesota was
elected as a Dement tyro years ago.
Minnesota is soringly - Repoblican,
Gov. Johnson made good. He did
h;i1 duty: He kept the faith. As a
consequence the people have this
year re-elected bin, and by a largly
ha-reused majanrity. In the cases of
both Hoch and Johnson. it was not
the party which won or lost ,it was
the official, the individual. Had John-
em he wroth, -liner foe 7-eart-
h:tad. Had Hoch been true his elec-
tion would have been overwhelming.
Friends of the republic, honest citi-
zens, hove Tittle to 'feel soreowfnl
'over, for long, in Tuesday's remits.
'DIVIDEND IS 950 PER CENT
I 'Directors of New York State Bank
Vote to Distribute Surplus.
New York, Nov. I2.—The directins
of the State hank, this city, today
declared a dividend of go par cent on,
a capitalization of $t00000. -The di-
rectors also declared the usual semi-
arnual dividend of 50 yo-r cent. The
large surplus the bank 'amassed be-
came :unwieldy because of its small
capitalization and in order to obvi-
.. nte this the directors decided to dis-
ttibute the surplus in the form of a
disSidend. It also was decided to in-
creaase the capitalization of the hank
from $ro0,4300 to $1000,000.
Quite a Lively Tussle.
Up in Brown county, Kansas, a
man annoyed his neighbor by leav-
ine a gate open. and finally the
'neighbor said if it hapsened again
the man who did it would get a
whipping. So when the gate was
again left open he went after the
offender. When he came hack he was
pretty well brt4ed up "Did you
whip him?" i4ked his wife. "No."
• he said, "but it was all he could do
to whip me."—Kansas City Star.
.1111111112gataggistea=aae.
WAS WAIVED
J. R CROWN LETS SHOOTING
CASE GO TO GRAND
JURY.
Mack McKinney Placed Under $roo
Bond to Keep the Peace Toward
His Wife, Sarah McKinney.
J. R. Brown, the fish merchant, yes-
terday morning in the police court
waived eXamination Ond was held over
by Judge Puryear to the.c.rcuit court
grind jury in bond. He is charged majority of about 6o, a reduction of
iiith . walking into the store of his 5.: from the majority of the present
competitor, W. R. Short, on lower topese. The Democrats made their
Kentucky avenue an4 opening firer loins principally in the states in
yob his revolver at the latter, which the Republican representative-
Barney and W .111.1 Padgett were were elected in . the Romfevelt land-
given continuances until tomorrow, sl'cle of two years ago.
of the warrant charging them with While the returns show that Speak-
furnishingliquor to a boy under le- er Cannon, against whom Samuel
gal age. The lad is Ecklie Skillian.
James Porter was fined $t and
ccsts for having a fight with Henry
Robinson at the Tom Emery saloon
on lower Kentucky avenue.
Mack Molkinney was put under $100
bond, which he will have to pay if he
does not Weep the peace toward his
Sarah McKinney. He was ar-
rested Satmalay night for Abusing
her.
Oscar Glorah was finedd $x and
costs for being drunk.
George Koger was dismissed &f the
tisorderly conduct charge, provided
he left the eity immediately and never
returned.
- IS .BEDUCED
IN NEXT HOUSE REPUBLICANS
WILL HAVE MAJORITY
OF SIXTY.
Democratic Gains in Stated in Which
Republicans Were Elected
Two Years Ago.
ESTRAY.
Len B. Morrow state that he has
taken up as an estray, one cow de-
scribed as follows: White and red
spotted cow about 7 years old weight
about Poo pounds, owner unknown to
hitn and of the value of 412.00, The
5-.0 L. B .Morrow hereby makes this
affidavit to post the above described
cow and the cow has been posted by
C. W. Emery magistrate in and !ae
McCracken comity.
This toth day of Nov. igo6.
• L B. MORROW
Subscribed and sworn to by L. B.
Morrow this toth day of Nov. 1906
t. W. EMERY,'. P. McC
Tor Dr. Pendley. tele-
phone 416.
A Peoples Triutnph.
(Memphis News Scimitar 1
Congressman Vladswortte chairman
•CI? the comroittee on agriculture. WWI
'elected two years -ago by a plorality
oi i5o36 Tneedao he was defeatsed
by a plurality for Porter of OM He
had for many terms represented his
d'atnet. He is a man of great wealth,
extensive family connection and abil
'AY. His son is speaker of the New
'fork house of feetesentatives
'During the last session of congress
he came up for criticism daring the
diecussion of the meat pit-kers' scan-
- nt. His remarks wee- not in tc-
cord with public sentiment, and
•bough defended raost eloquently by
the Democratic bar leider, on
frhn Sharp Williams, and others, th•
finger of suspcion co'cl,1 not be
vetted freon him as- its target. He
,wittst. befosa the ;stook, and the re-
eelt is now history. His soangth was
as 'Sampeoti s after the fero-le barbet
hroi dipped his beard. conldn t
ibrtak the wythes whidi ;while cen-
sure and covieranetata hn 1 put upcin
wriats, wad he ssas sieked out. Ile
won't oven have he aati :action of
walling dowatihe temple oft) ose who
Lave eepudiat d him
TI/ifIRTY F013R MEN SWEAR
THEY VOTED FOR HAYS
Only Eagbt Votas Counted for Him—
Feeling Se ong in Fulton.
Fteaond, Ky.. Nov. ts.-
that gross fraud, have. been perpo-
ti-ated .by the offistrs of the state pri-
tl,nry election. thirty-four nrominert
men of this place made affidavit be
fore a notary that in one precinct
where Hoysounly secured eight votes;
ac -ending to the clime they had, all
e.aed fist hini. -After making
di.vit, a petition of protest was filed
al the comity scat by the same oilmen.
The officers of the election -ere
highly protriinent men of the city und
indignantly deny any charges of
fraud and claim that they will recov-
er damages if iaction,is taken againat,
them,. Feeling high on account of
the seriousness of the matter 'and
several difficulties hare narrowly been
averted.
John Calvin Welling -Dead.
Chicago, Nov tt.--aJohn • Callan
Welling, for many years first rice
meAdent of the Illinois Central rail
rond, died SViirday night at his home
foie. He bad been .tiffering from
acute bronchitis for three wielc;it
Mr. •Welling who was born' at
Pernington, N. J.. in 1840, siarted.his
-idlroad career with the Illinois Cum,
tra: when 34 years old. Fre f.egati at
the bottom and worked his way up
thiough.various position% until in Woo
he .was elected vice re,cident, loyfr
,position he held until his death
'seed-
.4. a.: • ' -
Washington, D. C., Nov. 12—Re-
vised returns indicate that the Re-
publicans w II have coritrol of the
next House of representaaives by a
Democrat, D. W Hamilton. Maaj. oat%
Laacey, who will be succeeded dby a will te6prt to starter a, 40(11 as prate
The notice reads:
yestvalay at the car taa as of Alia
row, November la An s nan report-
ing sick, or loAnst his 'ir, will be
dist:tamed, provided cumstances
s 
,
New York City Railer:- company.
' N. man will he ex. -cd tOmor-
GEC•RGE LAI RD,
Iwtown by the defeat of Mai. John F.araat it. Any man I sing his car
acey is particularly known becau.e
of his efforts in wetting a abill through
cc n gre as protecting the song and
game birds of the United States.- It
was because of his discovery of the
orOtinal Jefferson Bible in the Na
tonal museum that this loft tfitinhf
document was published and distill I Editorial Dogberrying.toe.d as a public document tsy eon- I i St. LOT'. II, • •• - Dowell. igreet The supply of Jeffe•som llrble4! The Piolueih Newf.-Democrat sayswas quickly exhausted, a. Senator who scratcI. TheChauncey M. Depew bought their 
mai aes any ticket
should tea have tle• right to vote."and sent them to his personal friend' Most won. media •nat! Nothing else
Absent After Twenty yaw& au threaten.. r. politiest liberty as
Douglas, the Republican r lie la, ..
Gen. Grosvenor of Ohio f •r renomi-
nation. was himself defea.ed and the
district which Gen. Gai venor r
stilted for twenty year. will now be
looked after by a Den.'. -rat t ili. the d'.• .1yd% ilaur when the po-
Palmer of the Eles lit:. Pennsyl. : tical woe, •iral is eataiet as the roc
vania. who was the chief prosecuto: , 4 Sinhad :id when the people will
in the Swayne impeachment
ings, gives way to a Deutecrat.
proceed- I aouin is.•!. fireworks .t4 brass bands
The qan old days when the bosses
Sr Louis, Mo.—De-at -water ::111•
v. rt on Dates of sal a fs• 3 and
54. .sa 6; limit Nov. i. R •und
trip rate, $7.3t.
Gulfport, Miss.—General conven-
tion United Daughters of Conteder
icy. Dates of sale, Nov. 12 and 13,
1906; return limit Nov. 38, two
Round trip rate $i5.6o.
Mexico City, Men.—American Pub-
lic Health association Dates of sale.
Nov. 24 to ail too6, inclusive; return
limit to days from date of sale. Stop-
overs going and returning at p. •nti
as are authorized on winter tourist
tickets. Round trip rate $ea.
Kansas City, Mo.—Trans-Mississie
pi congress. Dates fat sale. Nov.
to 2,, op& inclusive; return lenit
Not. 28, loot). By depositing ticket
and paying fee of Si an exteosion ma,
be bad to Dec. 18, tor' Found tell
rate $14.80.
Static, Galvanic, Fa-
radic, Electricity and
'vibratory Massage for
Female and Nervous
Diseases. Dr. J. W
Penciley, 311 B'vey
Corporations In Politics,
The following dispatch from New
York indicates that the quasi-public
corporations are already mu politics,
end in the warm mom; that is, the
banic accounts and the powers of co-
ercion of the pr vate owners are in
POEiticas says Memphis News-Scim-
itar. It would be better to have the
employes in politics unthr public own-
ership:
DENIED CHANCE TO VOTE.
Street Car Employee Say They Were
Compelled to W. -k
14eis York, Nov.Vs.--t •ere aas
tr ech dissatisfaction amon,, the stet, t• Phone 2088car employes of Maanhaatui toda)
as a result 4a notice whi a appeiTed
ow tore, Now Fixto
New Front, New Stock !
THERE IS AN AIR CFNEWNESS ABOI.Eil ihaii:RYTHING
CONNECTED WITH SOWER'S NEW JEWELE? STORE.
YOUR PATRONAGE IS EARNESTLY 50".1CITED.
CLOCKS CALLED FOR A'.•7.D DELIVERED V.'ITH NO
EXTRA CHARG,E. JUST IN—A NEV/ ANL CO"IPLETE
LINE OF WATCHES, CLOCKS JEWEI a, SILVER-
WARE, CUT-GLASS, HAND-PAINTED CHINA AND
UMBRELLAS. THIS SOCK IS Al.!. NEW, AND IF
SELECTION6 ARE MADE NOW, SlLOPPERS WIL1.
PROFIT THEREBY.
COME AND MAKE YOUR SELEC TIONS NOW.
WE ARE DAILY RECEIVING NEW GOODS AND YOU
SHOULD CALL EARLY AND MARE YOUR PUR
CHASES FOR THE HOLIDAYS
WHEN GOING TO A EUCHRE, CINCH, FIVE HUN-
DRED, BRIDGI{ PARTY CALL BY AND GET YOUR
SCORE CARDS FREE !
J. D. SOWERS
Gompers, president of the American
Federation of I.abor, made a strong
fight, is elected by his usual major-
ity, there will be many familiar face:
m.ssing on the Republican side. Chief
among those who will be missed are
such old timers as James W. Wads-
worth of the Thirty-fourth New York
district, defeated by Peter A. Por-
ter, a Democrat.
Capirars "Mayor" Delleatad.
Another old-timer who will be
roissed is Representative Babcock of
W'sconsin, who is succeeded by a
Democrat Babcock was practical-
ly mayor of Waashington, being
chairman of the committee on the
District of Columbia. All 'bills for
franchises5 public improvements and
everything else relating to the Dis-
trict of Columbia had to be pegged
on' by lthn.
For years Mr. Babcock was chair-
man of the congressional campaign
committee, the position now occupied
hy James S. Sherman of Neat York.
who only managed to be re-elected
by a greatly reduced majority
Babcock was his own cottager. as
chairenan of the campaign committee.
eiel admitted having obtained contri-
butions from l•fe insurance companies
And other corporations.
That the Iowa idea was potent in
at least one distnct in that statae is
"General trvision Foreman."
The men claim that t as order de-
nied them an opportun . to vote, as
:! r had to be on dutj 7 o'clock
C -miming, and wet not at lib-
.. until after the pi. closed
"Whistler" FnIkerson, --b-brnictalidde"
republican frion 
-Missouri,' will do
h's narbling henceforth in his own
mate, as he was defeated by a Dem-
acaat. During Mr. Fulkerioris term
'n Congress he distinguished himself
by joining the statehood insurrection
and by his whistling. During the
cic sing days of the last session he
frequently entertainedd the house
with an exhibition of whistling..
William Thomas Tyndall of the
Fourteenth Miseouria who never ;201
• • 
•WIt 41 Lk r Ilis LieCtiOn to
congress, will remain at home, as will
a number of his colleagues from the
same state. their places all being filled
by Democrats.
Fred Laandis, a brother of Charles
Landis, ,and Judge Wenesaw Nt.
Landis, and all the- other Landises.
V.q.5. just getting a good start in the
house, but his constituents refused to
re-elect hint to the Sixtieth congress.
F:iF brother, Charles Landi:. was re-
leeted.
McCleary of Minnesota. who has
arpre,ented the Second district for
fourteen years in the house, was de
fekted by a Democrat. His tariff
views did not tneet4iavith the %pprovid
(-his constituents He was violent-
ly a•pposed to revision, while a.. ma-
jority of hit, constituents apParently
favoYed was regarded as one,
47e'r the strotigsr,stand pat" Republicans'
cat The ea-immittee on ways and means.
Subject of Interest Gone.
'Spencer Blackburn, the 'Adonis nf
the horse." as he was termed before
his marriage to theNciaegitter of one
of the minionaires of Washington,
was alwayu onaiobjeet Of interest to
vistors as he vilas pointed GM as the
cnly RePublicat: congressman from
North Carolina. • The Democrats de-
feated him and he will not be in the
tieat house. Factional difference=
ever the distribution of patronage' are
remionsIblo for. his defeat.
Due of thea;nio:t not 'Seabli vacan-
eiesris ocasioned by- tittrdeath '01
1;er, Ketcham , of New York. who
Itt_ti • „„ •
.• . ,
• • •
in.' bar. - • ni ni voter who runs
amend .cekie.: what unfit cand-date
r devour That's the boy we
hey. all got to head .4. If some-
.. .• .'oesn't rrip him ip and sit on
-then- nerics and cried.
%Thumb,' up I. Down! W:ggler.
\latch out for t" • man who
scratches to. octet. •'s a barking
4sog 
--where tierre e r1b oet and a
ding 'T -,n' when th password is
"Hush!" He has an .7.-iastirt1 notion
that the ppiple are raster than the
patties and that if the party is to
command his loyalty it must deserve
it Hunt sharp for is fellow, for
he is a live one, and unless he is ea-
tertrinatlid his kind will multiply up-
on the earth aad we shall have gov-
ernment of and by and for the pen.
pie.
Dogberry sigbed to be sirit down
a ass. Next!
died a few days before election. He
had been in the house for year; and
was well known and liked -by Dem-
ocrats and Republicans.
Bryan's Friend Victorious. \
William J. Bryan', editor friend,
G M. Hitclicock managed to beat
curs his Republican opponent in Ne-
braska and will come back to con-
gress.
The New Jersey delegation 411
have three new Democratic members
in the next house. Of course, the
successor of Allan McDermott j5
Democrat. but William Hughes of
PatersbnAeat his Republican oppo-
iicnt and is elected to congress after
hi•ving been out one term. Eugene
W. Lane is a newcomer. Richard W.
Parker. the Republican from the Sev-
enth New Jersey district, squeezed
through with a plurality of 320.
The next house will probably stand
163 Nemocrats and 223 Republicanr
The RePublican leaders welcome the
reductian in their majority for the
reason enlia0 during the present ses-
sion, %slice it numbered 112, it could
ma he kep "t together. A• working
s
I lb
bo=ineas. as it i; easier to kehp a gill- scribe For The Registeralways better rof tile transaction of S •:mu and altea,1 with an tin•
v•iclily majority.
• JEWELER
224 Broadway
 41:401•1111111111MBEIMPINIMI•21MIOrret -V1-1-ra-TILL/1111
Laillia24.13%13raellrt.....0111:11111
Watches
Diamonds
WARRANTED JEWELRY
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS
IN STOCK.
L
Watches
A
EDISON AND VICTOR PHONEGRAPHS AND A GE:: 2RAL
SUPPLY OF MUSIC ON HAN D.
IF YOU WANT TO BUY, IT WILL PAY YCU a ALL 41,No
SEE OUR STOCK.
LOOK OUT FOR OUR HOLLIDAY GOODS. AT RACTIVE
leRICES AND A PRESENT :::12 EVERYBODY.
WARREN & WARRFN
JEWELERS AND OPTICIANS
417 Broads% ay.
L'e".71 '
elterVice.• t?le gTeatesiN:kz•-:'!h e!".re in seleetii:g otir cu l gbfr,
J" Consequently our is of the
hig:leA standard. We aim to combine
perfection ineolor; brilliant finish; artis-
tic and exclusive designs.
Our present stock cannot be excelled,
fWedding and Holiday Gifis
ILAN Jeweler
eMIIMMO
rWHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
Quit paying rent' Let us build the ?house; you pay for it as yns
pay tent. Vacant lots in all parts of the city. Nice lots on the
proposed Car extension on Broad to union depot and on Allow
streets from $so to $35o each. Buy now on installment plan
while cheap. Trim is tit* highest ground in tits city. Property la
anvancing rapidly.
M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATED.
L hard D. Sanders. Pres. and Mgr. Phone 763,
house leaders insistninjority," the : •
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JURY CASES WILL BE COMMISSIONER
FINISHED WITH TODAY SELLS PROPERTY
ON, DISMISSING THE JURORS JUDGE REED 
TAKES UP INDI-
VIDUALLY THE EQUITY SIDE OF THE DOCKET-W. R.
PARKER WON SUIT R. E. CECIL HAD FILED AGAINST HIM
FOR fito.000 DAIdAGES-TODA Y THREE COMES UP THE AC-
TION OF NAHM AND FRIED MAN AGAINST WM. 
KATTER-
JOHN. I _A
judge Reed expects to dismiss his
juries this afternoon, as there is
docketed for today all the cases re-
meaning for trial before the jurors.
There arc only three up and he ex-
pects to finish with them. He will
then begin hear.ng himself individ-
ually the suits upon the equity side
of his docket.
The suits foe today are Herndon &
'Company vs M. A. Lane; J. W. Pend-
ley guardian of Floy Pendley against
• the Illinois Central railroad; Max B.
hahni and Joe Friedman against Wil-
liam Katterjohn.
Herndon & Company sue Lane for
commaisions claimed due for getting
a purchaser for defendant's property.
Flay Pendley was on a street car
coming down Broadway one after-
noon when the car was struck at Elea
,nth and ffroadway by an Illinois
Central train. The girl was injured
and sues through her father for datu-
ms from the road.
Nahrn and Fi"edman sue Katterjohn
for about $.1,300 that Nahrn and Fried-
man had to pay The Register News-
paper Company on account of the
newspaper plant being damaged when
the roof of the building wasNorn off
In adding another story to it. Nebel
snd Priedman owned the building
that was occupied then by The Reg-
ister while Kattefjohn was the con-
tractor putting the other story on
e paper sued and recovered dam-
tots from Nahm and Friedman who
now sue Katterjohn to be reinbursed
ti.e sum they had to pay the paper.
There is now on trial in the cir-
cuit court the suits of Dr. T. B. How-
ell against The Aetna Accident In-
surance Company and The Travelers'
Accident Insurance Company for
about $aio each the dentist claims is
due him for the time he was laid up
Is result of being operated on for
appendicitis. The evidence was
taken yesterday and the litigation
goes te the jury today.
There was taken up yesterday af-
ternoon for trial the stet of The
A VAUDEVILLE TURN
IN CHURCH
New Yo
ii
rk Pastor Has Services En-
versed by a Woman
Whistler
New York. Nov a. - Vaudeville
turns, as an adjunct to religious ser-
vice, have been Introduced by Rev.
Dr Frank M Goodchild, pastor of
the Central Baptist Church in West
Forty-second street, and tonight the
errirregation listened with feelings
or mingled interest and surprise while
a woman whistler warbled three tunes
is the intervals between the readings
-ef the word and the sermon.
Dr. Goodchild believe, in the ef-
ficacy of advert:sing, and thc last
number of Gist, his church paper, an-
nounced it was the part of the trus-
tees to do all that could be done to
make the services of the church at-
tractive.
"It has been
noot reaal, "to a
gram on Sunday
musical eutectio
enliven the exer
'attendants and al
service those vet
therwiee "
ecided." the announce
dd to the musical pro-
evenings some bright
n that may serve to
cises for our regular
so to draw into our
o might not come
TAFT ON CUBAN UESTION
The Cubans "Must Show Us They
Can and Will Govern
Themselves.
Chicago, Nov. 1 2. -Secretary of
',Var Willism Taft came to Chicago,
nspected Port Sheridan and, alter
being qiitertained at a luncheon at
the Auditorium at night •by a num-
ber of army officers, left for Fort
Leavenworth. Kas.
Regarding the Cuban situation. he
▪ "Thffigs there are moving fair-
ly well. It is hard to say, however,
when the United States troops will
'be removed from the island. One
thing is certain, and that is that such
a step will not be taken until peace
is that country is assured. The pen-
;le must show us they can and will
govern themselves, and will refrain
from internal strife. When that is
ilone, and we are satisfied. then it
will be time to talk of removing the
troops, It may be soon, may be
net. Cuba Is a fine country if right-
ly governed and cared for."
Asked if the government
low civic bodies to visit the
csnal on inspection tours,
Taft replied:
"They will be welcomed. I believe
it would be a good thing for Chicago,
St. Louie, Oncinnati, Boston and
other places to send representative
business men to the isthmus and se
cure a personal imprestion of ,the
work and M its subsequent benefit to
the United States."
When a woman ask* a man how old
lite thinks ahe is, he is justified in not'
tits; thought,.
Haiel Heading Company against the
Holl.ngshead and Blow Company.
Plaintiff claims several hundred dol-
lars is due it for timber sold the Pa-
ducah concern.
The jury returned a verdict in fa-
vor of defendant in the $10,000 dam-
age suit R. E. Cecil filed against W.
R Parker. Parker's watch was
stolen from his vest some months
ago. and he had Cecil arrested on the
grcund that the latter took it. Cecil
came clear of the accusation, and
then sued Parker for alleged false
arrest and malicious prosecution.
Parker won the litigation.
A distribution of money was or-
dered made in the suit of Wm. Tur-
hon Sarah Brown.
Mettle Logan filed documents that
were made a cross petition in the suit
of Wm. Stanley against R. P. Stan-
ley.
Officer Courtney Long was allowed
$74.5s for taking Agnes Holtman
to the state reform school at Lex-
ington, Ky.
Master itontmlssioner Cecil Reed
filed a deed in the litigation of Mabel
C Weeks against Beulah A Weeks.
The judge instructed the jury to
bring in a verdict for the defendant
'" the suit 9I Jesse J. Knight against
the Paducah' Box and Basket factory.
The jury did so, and Knight then ina-
riediately made a motion for a new
trial Knight claims damages be-
cause of injuries received at the fac-
tory while working there
By agreement of both sides there
was continued the suit of Annie B.
Scott. admInistratrix of James Scott.
against the Illinois Central railroad.
fer Snoop damages. James Scott was
run over and klled in the Fulton
yards where he was working as
switchman for the I. C.
H. F. Foster, W. J. Whitehead, J.
W. Spence and F. D. Thurman were
dismissed from furthest service on
the jury, and their places taken by
Ed C. Esker, Arch T. Bohannon. C.
C Rose and P G. Childress
would al-
Panama
Secretary
TARIFF OR RUIN.
REPUBLICANS' CRY
Committeeman Declared His Party
Cannot Sidetrack Revi-
sion Issue
Milwaukee. Wis., Ncs. la --The
tar4 will be at big issue in the next
pre.:dential election. :f the RepuleP-
ca..es try to sidetrack the issue. &t-
aster to the piety will follow.'
Chairman W. D. Connor of the
Republican state committee made this
statement this morning Mr Con-
nor is the lieutenant governor-elect
and, real bead of the Repubtkans par-
ty organization.
"I believe," said Mr. Connor. "that
,he next Republican platform should
contain a strong-plank favoring tar-
iff revision and that the nominee for
p-esident should be a man thoroughly
in sympathy with this idea. It is my
belief that the Republicans of Wis-
consin should take advanced ground
in favor of tariff revision. A belief
in tarff revision is no new idea of
mine. I have felt and thought that stomach
way for years.
The Western farmer, so far as I
can learn, is a strong advocate of A tar-iff revision The tariff, limiting his
market, tends to keep down the price matiom, Gout Nicotine,
that he gets for his crops, while it Alcohol Poison and
Blood Diseases. Dr.
J. W. Pendley, 311
Broadway
MANY PIECES SOLD PURSUANT
TO CIRCUIT COURT.
ORDERS.
F. W. Kattcrjoha Bought the Steamer
Miry Micheal and Barges for
• $3,00o-Other Sales.
Master Conunissioner Cecil Reed
yesterday sold a numbei of pieces of
preperty pursuant to orders -of the
Circuit Court is the following cases:
In the case of John Rock, assignee
of the Paduoah Towing Company,
ara nst ft!, Paducah T,..eing COM-
pally, and the steamer Mary Micheal
;.nd six barges were sold to F. S. Kat-
tcrjohn for Lecoo.
In the suit of E. P. Weaks against
Willie Weeks property at Second
1,and Washington streets was boughths Roy W. McKinney for $17.5so.
In the same suit property at Tenth
and Monroe streets was sold to
Frank Fisher for It.6ro.
Property in the county was bought
fi r $4.300 by Charles M. Luke in the
suit of R. P. Stanley brought against
Wiliam Stanley. wherein it is desired
that the land be divided.
In the action of Gip Husbands
against Sam Holland, property at Sev-
enth and Boyd streets was sold to
L. D. Sanders for $525.
Tlie commissioner conducted the
eagles at the county courthouse door
yesterday
NOTED NISSIONARY
Succumbs to Fatal Dianne In
Inda.
, News has come to Frankfort, says
the State Journal, of the death in
India of Rev. G. L. Wharton, one of
the most successful and distingaished
snissionaries who ever worked in the
(eareign field and is causing great sad-
ness to the many in this community
who knew him.
For the past few years Mr. What-
tcu has been supported in the mis-
sion work by the Christian church at
inchester, and the message in re-
gard to his death was sent first to
that church He was an uncle of
Mrs. William T. Withers, Jr., of Lex-
irgton, and leaves also his wife and
several children who have been with
him a great deal in India, but are
row at Hamilton, Ohio, where the
younger members of the family are
completing their education.
A graduate cif brilliant attainments
at Bethany college in 1876, Mr.
Wharton had his first charge of the
Christian church in Buffalo, New
York, his native city, and resigning
to go to India as s missionary in tS82,
he and a group of six others were
among the first sent out by the For-
eign Christian Missionary society. His
&termination to enter the work gave
'wore impetus to the missionary spir-
it than anything else in the whole ol
the Christian church movement in
that directkon He went to Harda.
in Central India, and his work there
was most wonderful and sucCessfial.
At the time of h's death Mr. Wharton
was associated with Prof. Brown at
the new Bible college at Jubble Poor,
India, teaching native converts to
preach the gospel. He as about ss
years of age and the message said
that his illness was -cancer of the
increases the cost of almost every-
thing that he has to bey. So far as
the Republicans of Wisconian are
ctocerned, there is no doubt what
ever that the sentiment of a laree
riajoety of them favors revision.-
The regulation of the Wisconsin
public service corporations, he though
public service corporations. he
thought. would be placed in the hands
cf thc state railroad commission.
KILLS GIRL AND HIMSELF
-- -
Youth Enacts Tragedy Because His
Sweetheart Was His First
, Cousin.
Carlisle, Pa., Nov. 1 2. -Clarence
Ilgenfitz, aged 20 years, tonight shot
his sweetheart, Mary Klotz, and then
committed suicide The shooting oc-
curred at Trytown, near here: Ilgen-
fits had been paying attention to the
girl for 'several months, but because
they were first cousins Miss Katz re-
fused to marry him.
Tonight Ilgenfitz lay in wait for
the girl and her grandmother as they
were returning home from church.
As they passed he shot the girl
twice, one bullet entering her head
back of the ear and another entering
het left thigh. Ilgenfitz then placed
the revolver to his forehead and sent
a bullet into his brain.
Flat and Uninteresting.
(Philadelphia Bulletin.)
"The ancients thought the world
was fiat."
"Well, I don't blame 'eat They had
no chorus girls, no cigarettes, no
bridge, no society Journals. It must
'I
ir baths for Rheu-
SMASH CHURCH WINDOWS
TO RESENT THE LID
Saloon Men, Cornered, Vent Spite on
Enemies.
Webster, S. D., Nov. 12.-.-One hun-
dred dollars' worth of glass was bro-
ken in the Congregational church at
this place at night, presumably by
some saloon sympathizers in retalia-
tion for the active part taken by the
pastor, Rev. Mr. Martin, in the fight
on "blind pigs."
The lid has been declared on in this
town, but has been pretty badly tip-
ped by several "blind piggers." The
local temperance league has been qui-
etly gathering evidence against the
joints, and confronted the proprie-
tors with the alternative of quitting
business forthwith or facing prose-
cution and certain conviction. Mr.
Martin has taken the lead in this
work, And it is thought that some
one attempted to get even.
How Circumstances Alter Cases.
Our observation, govering many
campaigns, leads to the conclusion
that the virtuotts citizen isnt so
deeply impressed with the sinfulness
of election betting when the odds 6-
for his side.-Hartford (Conn.)
Tines.
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WIN. MARBLE.
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The Defeat of Hearst.
That the fight made by William R.
Meanie in his late campaign for gw-
einor of New York has irt been in
ea.*. but will bear fruit to the geed
of the country cannot be denied.
It was one of the most terrific bat-
tles *n the annals of politics. The
combined wealth and influence of the
powerful corporations of the East
were pooled against him, yet he last
by only sinew votes. The discussions
throughout the campaign has caused
the people to think, and the republi-
carts view the result with a feeling
of uneasiness.
'Me New York correspondent of
the Louisville Courier-Journal in
tscusiing the result in a special to
Ii • paper, says:
The great mass of people believe
that it is better that Mr. Hearst he
the same old Mr Hearst ig his poli-
c-ea and procedure than merely play
a part More than this, now that the
campaign is at an end and in view of
the wonderful run that Hearst made
with his own party against him, there
are earnest and intelligent men in
New York who are doing a heap of
thinking fat the present time on
tism despite their efforts to
eel ei it at the polls. Mee/a-that was
written on it during the past two
months was for campaign purposes
ann. The political excitement dur-
ing that period led many to discuss
it in the same spirit. It is now pos-
sible for thinking men to discuss the
s ibject na more sober spirit
"The election returns indefinitely
votponeid Hearst himself, and yet
gave an impetus to his principles.
This latter fact is shown by the elec-
tion of all on the ticket excepting
Ile2rst. The cause of their success
it simple" They were able to poll'the
entire democratic vote plus the per-
sonal strength of Mr. Hearst. Much
is being said new about the probabil-
ity of a democratic governor also had
a man other than Hearst been nam-
ed. This is idle talk, however. The
election returns show it. No other
candidate could rave run so strongly
up the state in those cities where the
labor vote is a factor. The bolting
derrocrats killed Hearst.
-It has been said that Hearst has
nt pratetptes, hence some may take
-
. 
'an exception to the view that the re-
salt has given them an impetus.
When the average person,, however,
ii5cF the term principle in connectiert
with Hearst, he is judging by Hearst's
acts, his words, not the motives un-
derlying them. The wonderful vote
thLt Hearst got was a tribute to the
war he has waged both in and out of
scason against the interference of
corporations -in politics and the greed
of trusts. Tbousaads \vent to he
polls and voted for him for 110 other
reason. There, are many republican
lenders here who sec the handwritting
on the wall now. NO one, it is sa'.1,
understands the situation better in
this respect than the president. The
f:te of the republican party in the
next presidential campaign is in the
hands of the coming congress. If the I
advanced ideas of Roosevelt on the
regulation of trusts, railroads antoth-
er combinations of capital are in a
measure adopted; if, also, some
cnenges arc made in the tariff sched-
els that tend to do away with fir
adscntages enjoyed be 'special inter-
ests,' the republican pa:ty will be
strong. But let it block the efforts of
she pretident es it did alr the last!
ii 
FOUR run'AGAINST
AS HOW JURY STOOD 'ilia
CASE OF THE REGISTER
AGAINST WORTEN.
tut of Newspaper To Recover From
Lawyer For Malicious Prosecu-
tion Goes Over to janutry.
Ns sterday n the ciresit court the
jury in the case of Jaines E. Wil
helm and The Register Neirspap:r
Company against J. Mark Wortea for
malicious prosecution repo:ted that
they could not agree and Judge ,Reed
edischarged them.
It was learned that the jury tweed
publican ticket, for the political Por- eight for a verdict reimbursing NIT.
pose of catching the negro vote for Wilhelm. and the company for all ex-
the ticket. His name was scratched penses paid in lawyers' fees, costs and
loss of time amounting to Union andin the ticket by over eia,000 repub- t tur for a verdict in favor of %Vor-
tical' voters, but notwithstanding this ten. At one time, it is said, nine of
cut he was elected by a plurality of the jurors a.greed to sign a verdict
:05 votes over the candidate receiving
the highest number of votes on the
deniocretic judicial ticket. Since his
election a clamor has been raised
against Barnett, and it is said that he
has been asked by the republican
bosses to resign, but he ineiets upon
taking the office to which he was
elected. • He says: "The republican
leaders considered the colored peo-
ple constituted to important a part
of the republican party in the com-
munity that they were entitled to
this representation. and I was nomi-
nated as their representative '
"Clearly Barnett is conteeding
nithin his rights and the republicans,
least of all, can complain of his elec-
tion They used him for political ad-
sJatage and his elettion entitles him
te the office."
In order to prevent Milwaukee
frt m engaging in municipal owne--
ship of a lighting phint to supply
ceneumers, the head oi• the street
reilway system propose. to furtive]
power and lights at the same rate;
charged the people of Detroit by that
city which owns the ulitities. In the
proposition .sulannitted to Milwaukee
it is admitted that Detroit gets cheap
light and has one of the best plants in
the country. In making the proposi-
t an -to Milwaukee, the corporation
says it is not engaged in charitabk
business, but expects to make a good
profit at the Detroit figures. As no
private corporation in the country
gives as low rates as the city of De-
troit, it becomes quite apparent that
n.unicipal ownership is what the peo-
ple should have. When the corpora-
tion owning the lighting franchise in
Milwaukee is. confronted with muni-
cipal ownership it quickly offers to
tut its rates to the Detroit raft and
says it Can make a good profit at
those figures. How much longer will
it take the people of this country
t i reject the arguments :against mu-
nitipal ownership and become con-
vinced that as water and lights are as
essential t municipal life as the po-
lice and fire department that the
eines should own those utilities?
TEDDY, JR., NEW "BOSS"
AT WHITE HOUSE
President Sends Wireless Messages to
His Son.
Chicago Republicans in Trouble.
The republicans in Chicago received
in' re than they bargained for in the
election last week. In order to catch
the negro vote, they put a negro on
the ticket for one of the municipal
judgeships and he was elected. Now
the republicans are seeking a way to
get rid of the darkey. The Nash-
ville ,Banner .takes this view of the
s•tuation:
-Chicago has been confronted by
the 'race problem' on account of thei
diction of Fred D. Barnett, a negro,
as e judge of the municipal court
Barnett was nominated on the re-
inp the petition for the. Sam Stone
snit purposely, omitted the language
quoted above, and undertook to make
it appear that the langirge referred to
Sam Stone. This suit for $10,000
Worten brought in Livingston county
ate. the newspaper and its owner had
t go there to defend it, and a verdict
was returned in their favor Snit was
then instituted in this county by Mr..
Sihhelm and The Register against
lelerten to recover the costs wbich
they had been put by him counseling
roc bringing suit where no reason-
able grounds existed' for bringing it.
a one u cm c ange rs mind
while it was being written. The case
will be tried again at the January
term of the cued* court.
This case grew out of a suit insti
tined by J. Mark Worteri as attorney
for Sam Stone for $1o,000 against
Mr. Wilhelm and his paper for al-
kged libel. The article on which tht
1USUINCE VERY PRETTY TWO DIVINES
QUESTION UP 1. WAS WOOING COMING SUNDAY
MEMBERS OF MEDICAL SO: (Continued Front First Page.)
CIETT MEET WITH DR.
BROTHERS. ville,
tht ir
'I his Evening the Carnegie Library
Trustees Hold Special Session—
Other Gatherings.
The McCracken County Medical
seciery mtets this evening with Dr.
C. II. Breehme Wilds office on Somb
bouith strtt.t, whch time the doc-
tors resume consideration of the pro-
p.otition wherein the Once largest
hie insurance companies of this coun-
try want to reduce from $5 to $3 the
, f pad physiciansor making a
n,edical examinatiest of parties ap-
plying for life 'insurance in the corn-
Deities.
1 Library Trustees Meet.
This evening the library trustees,
will meet at the building on Ninth and
Broadway. It is a special session to Mr and Mrs. George W Lee, oftiar.sact the busineas that would have
and will be here next week on
wedding tour. •
Dinner For Eight.
Mkss Jean Morris of Ninth and
Madison streets will entertain next
Friday evening with a dining Sof eight
ievited guests:-
Matinee Musicale.
Wagner and ,Strauss melt be the
composers for conederatiou tomer-
'row afternoon at tits meeting of the
Monne Musical club in the Eagles'
Home on Sixth and Broadway. The
Misses Puryear are the program
Walden,
Confederate Daughters.
The Daughters of the Confederacy
will meet tomorrow morning at to
o'clock with the president, Mrs. James
Keiser of North Seventh street.
Delighthil Affair.
. South Third near Clark street had aconic p regular gathering
which was postpined from last Tues-1
day -night.
hi-useful of guests last evening at
whch time they entertained with a
charming social to the members of
Coltunbian Gathering. Magnolia circle, and other friends. It
twenty-Yesterday morning at 3 o'clock the 
vies complimentary to the 
third anniversary of the merriages of
Wcrten or one stut was based was 
delegation o nights o the host and hostess, and many amuseColumbus and their Mks, returned picots were supplied the throng, whichin regard to the arrest of Sam Stone from Jackson, Tenn., where . they
and warrants against his son Eldin uent the day before and participated 
was served with dainty refresh-
ments.Stone. There were two paragraphs in the big meeting held by thein the article, the first about Sara Jacksoa Knights, at which time a I
Delpbk club.Stone's arrest and the second para- class of about 6o candidates were in- The Delphic club meets this morn -graph about Eldin Stone. The sec- Waled into the order. Abowt fifty. of
oud paragraph opened with these the Paducabans went down arriving ing at the library building on N!nthand Broadwaywords; towin "In the case of Eldin about to o'clock Sunday morning and
S'one thereby hangs a tale. He is i leaving at 12 o'clock that nista. The
anoeher one of Mark Worten's ten- gathering was participated in by a Rebated's Entertain.The Daughters of Rebekah will to-theusand-deallar beauties," and then large delegation from man) surround-
sc.me of Eldin Stone's lockup career icy cities rwrrow evening at the Fraternity
was given. Mark Worten in draw- , 'building lodge room on Broadway
Commissioners Misting.
President D. G. Murrel!, of the
borrd of public park ccur•ussioners,
rrterday said he would ass 'it the re- Thompson Dance.toun from New Nock Member Mr and Mrs Charles W Thorny-lia,ry C. Rhodes befor- -aling the son of North Sixth street entertainIi toecther to let the ,ntract for tomorrow evening at The Palmerthe concrete curb and uttering to with a dance in honor of Miss Pauline
enc;rcle I.ang park on 
'amain at" PurceA of Lexington, Ky. who is
enue ad Monroe •treet ivisiting Mrs. Thompson, and also
;complimentary to Miss Virginia Kin-- —
U. S "s WORT D'S ney of New York. who is the guest
MOST MODERN NAVY 
avenue.
iveMnwiss Faith Lanitiraff of KetTritchY
More Tonnage in First CNN§ Batik- I
ertertain the Odd Fellows and their
famites, of this city. A grand af-
1. hat been arranged for
The case was taken up at noon last Ships Than All Other Powers. Hotel Cinemas?.
Friday before Judge Reed. Sa.n Miss Ni'ina Rudolph and Mr Tol
Stone swore that he weal to Worten . ...teenier. Nov. 12 -The claim erinstrong, of the Lovelaceville sec-
to brang the suit sometime after kin; been meld not wi.'iout reaton. tion of the county, were married Sat-
us: 30, tima. and that he hail never that the existing metho of getting today night in the parlors of Hotel
been to Wortrin- office before. ant! the Wending of the relines of the Craig at Fifth and Jefferson streets.
after he concluded tesnmony The liorld is not reetemenle, as "old tim- Miss Vida Baker and Me Owen
Retristr introduced Deputy Clerk hers" am. said to h.. included in kk (eastward of that place acconw.nied
Kidd. Who swore that on July fl'fnreign estimates, and th it if the real, the happy pair
lima. or about two months before. f ,-t-class fightirto :bins .stle were in- ' The bride is a winurne and beauti.
Mark Worten as the attorney for Sam. .:uded. the Unit, ' Sta:es would be ful girl, the daughter of Mr. Robert
Stone filed a suit for $10000 ava na• lloneside lire ••• or second among Rudolph, the wealthy plantation own.
*the City of eaducah the Me-crack- navil •  instead to third, as. er. The ite, on is the son of Mr. Wan. _
en Circuit Court. for his it non. ratvd Armstrong 1
cop Ekfin Stone-. on tb- chaingang.1 The "aural e.:ii.-rts here see. how- - —
and the panert in the .a••it were nets- ever..°•at it will not bel,inr before the
dived on the stand. , Unite( States ran lay claim to being
Wnrten testified that Saw Stone yid attr.r tt. in first-class ships,
came to him to br:ng tne suit. In linnet ;list cermniled show that
Wn-ten's suit for $2c000 at Smith- 'he Unitel States Navy has more
land asrainst The Register its battleship- budding. than any other
owner, it Was proven thao V,rtets attain!) in the world.
Gernottiv claims to he fourth in theSent out numerous letters to -cachets-
rank of naval Tuitions. with the Unitedcaner nrisoners to come to 111., office,
ard that he made contracts with a State; third. This, of c erse. is toned
eti the consOnoation everethiffgnt-mher of them to rue the city. which
:net Germany re: lei of mod-he had served as level adviser. for
cm lighting vatueSto.orin ach: those chaineang seits
Put it i. in the tottirtge of battle-amounting in all to something like
ships oi the first-clam -low buildingS7on ono aginst the city, and which
that the United State: exceeds any
were lost.
of the 'neat Primers. In this type ofWorten on the stand F••idav admit-
wa‘ to oat, him shitil she is building ttn.osit tonnageted that Sam Stone
sum
 
aid the only. power which approachesfee canal to one half of the that netire is France, with
recovered from the Retrister in the 95-1-•0tonnage.iSts- feel sen w?ii Inst. I Germany, which has a seven-year
program for naval increase, is credited
fir Roo t 4 caeat
SMALL BLAZES.
Meadow and Ford Establishment
Damaged About St,000.
About 5 o'clock Sunday morning
fire was discovered in the store of
I Meadows and Ford at 728 
Jones
street. and a $n000 loss ocetsrred. The
blaze started in the grocery on the
first floor and damaged the stock
about Pam while the building was
damaged about See°. Mr. Meadows
lives upstairs, and his family had to
be gotten out the window by ladders
,run up by the firemen, their avenue
of escape having been cut off by
flames and smoke. Henry Foreman 7Q2 S7: United States. 73t.re6; Ger-
going well Louisiana and convoys The roof of 51.6 Tennessee street In/a"' 
56S,r6o; Japan. 452,391; Rutsia,owns the building.
steal Ding southward in column. The took fire Sunday evening at 615 :75'925'
Washington, D. C, 12 -
Theodore Roosevelt, Jr., who has
come,to Washington to run the man-
sion during the absence of the Presi-
dent and Mrs. Roosevelt, has receiv-
ed two wireless messages from the
Louisiana in the White House. One
was at 8 o'clock last night and indi-
catd that the Louisiana was then
about 14e miles scat of Jacksonville,
: The Louisiana had evidently not•
gone far out eat from Charleston
Avoid the scheduled storm. The lu-
te, messages from the Louisiana was
received at 5 o'clock this morning
:old was picked up by the wireless
st:stion at Dry Tortugas That
n:e rsage sald:
" Weather excellent. Everything
PresAent and, Mrs. Roosevelt are
greatly enjoying the trip and spend a
great deal of time on deck."
Theodore junior has charge of the
two yourger boys and Miss Ethel,
the latter going every day to the
Cathedral enhool. The young people
have tennis patties and other ways of
enjoying themaelves during the ab-
sence of the President and Mrs.
Roosevelt. Before her marriage. Miss
o'clock from falling soot, but was put BANK RAID LAID
out befere any damage occurred. The TO JOLIET MAN
residence is owned by Mr. Mike..Ise-
Malt.
About 4 o'clock yesterday morning a
'cinder car burned in the cinder pit at
the C. shops. The railroaders com-
posing the private fire company ex-
tinguished the blaze.
with
Britai°nnwithc249 350.onnage, an
Rustie who it is understood in
naval circles is to irrrrnediatelv heein
:the crearion of a new ,'a'-v. following
op her losses in the Russo-Japanese
war, is build4ng only 58.000 tons in
battleships. lees than to.000 in excess
cf Italy, which has a tonnage tinder
way of 40700.
In teed tons bitilding Great Britian
exceedc the United States by a little
more than 5.000 tons. The next to
the United States it France with
about r6.ono tons. The total tonnage
of the leading powers built and build-
ing is as follows:
Great Britain, 1.85n8s4; France,
Joliet, Ill , Nov. 12.— he robbers
who made a sensational daylight raid
cn the bank at Ladd., Irak Toes-
day and secured a large sum of money
are said to be loliet men. Niles Ben-
son was arrested at his home here to-
day by Detective Martin Murphy. It
Alice Roosevelt rised to have charge Paducah, R. A. Chapter No. 30 will 
is said he has confessed. His nart-
:n the absence of both Mrs. Roosevelt meet in stetted convocation tonight ner's capture is expected shortly.,Sheriff Trend-ie of Lk Salle County
and the President. at 7:30 o'clock, Work in, M. P. M.
and M. E., M. I and two Pinkerton detectives ere on
Mr. John Trent has returned from H. W.-HILLS. ft P. the elem. Benson is married and has
FRED ACKER, See'v. • Pved 'here for "girtMater Valley, Miss.
Masonic Notice,
Wadsworth Paid Off.
(Courier-Journal.) '
It: the case of Representative
kk- adsworth of New York the wages
f • poi. i death.
t, According to the New York Press.
I no on, except Mr. Babcock \ of Wis-
consin so richly deserved a trot:in:-
mg at th.. gentleman from New York.
Not only because of his recited at
Vn 
opportunity to misrepresent his c -
ashington, where hc overlooked To
stituents by opposing such measures
1.: the beef trust hill but because of
his part in "peanut politics" 'n New
York, where he aided in gerryman-
dering a deserving state senator out
of his seat was Mr. Wadswnrth odi-
1ous to Republicans. Peter A. Porter.who succeeds Mr. Wadsworth, haspledged himsglf to work for the pass-
age of laws for the better regulation
lof the beef trust, for the .taxation of
1oleomargarine and for other populararia meritorious regulative legislationI, which Mr lVadsworth stood op-
The longer the people reflect upon
the deserved defeat of Mr. Wadsworth
the more pleasant well be their re-
flections. It will, unfortunately, nev-
er be as difficult for a rich man of
the Wadsworth type to get into con-
gress as for a rich man to pass
through the eye of a needle, hut hay-
in, once proved his nfotives and ideals
by his record, such n misrepresenta-
tive may, happily, be balloted into pri-
vate life by an offended district.
The Elmira Advertiser laments the
elimination of Mr. Wadsworth and
r(fers to him as the "tower of
strength in the New 'York delega-
tion." The obstacle between Mc.
Wadsworth and continued preferment
was -that his strength was that of lim-
burger rather than that of Gibraltar.
Next Thursday people can com-
mence killing quail, and continue do-
ing so until January t, those six
weeks being allowed by law to the
hunters.
—Saturday there was dug from be-
neath a huge pile of coal behind Ben
Billing's printing shop on lower
Broadway, an emaciated cat that had
been buried underneath for two
weeks. Its "mews" attracted atten-
tion that caused its rescue
REV. J. C. HENRY OF NAM.
VILLE WILL ANSWER TUE
CALL NEXT SUNDAY.
BRESBYTERIAN MISSIONARY
WOBki3 IS COM
REV. J. S. PATE OF HOPKINS-
VILLE ACCEP'S CALL TO
SECOND ilAPTJST.
Presiding Eider Blackard Left Lest
Hight for Ripley, to be Follow-
ed Today By the Pastces.
Rev. J t henry, of Nashyttle,
Tenn and kt v Donald McDonald of
Dans, He, Ky., will arrive here aext
Saturday to be in the city a day or
two on business. Dr. McDonald is
secretary of the Presbyterian 'sas-
sier. board for Kentucky, while Dr.
Henry was innerly of the theological
department for the Intebyterian sure
vereity at Lebanon, Tenn. The latter
has been calh-d to come to Paducah
a. pastor of the Slath and Kentucky
avenue Presbyter-an church, hod it
me thought he will be in a position to
g•ve an answer next Sunday. The
c‘nung Sabbath these divines fill
again the pulpit for this congregi-
tion.
•
ROW. Canningham Returns.
Rey E If. Cunn rigliam, and sister..
Miss Virginia Ellene Cunningham. re- s•-•
gained yesterday (resin Mayfield where
Go, went Saturday Dr. Cunning-
ham Senday morning and evening
filled the pulpit at the First Baptist
caurch of that city benng greeted
be large congtegation%
Returned to Lebanon.
Rev W. P Anne, of Lebanon,
.Tenne returned home yesterday, hay-
ing occupied the pulpit morning and
ev t ning Sunday 3t thc Kentucky ev-
e:lee Presbyterian church
Accepted Call.
Sun,lay Etc% J S. Pate, .f llopkin.
s lie, filled the pulpit at the Second
ptist church of this city, and an
siounced to thc assembled congrega
lit b that lie had accepted the call ex-
tended him to come here and be pas-
tor of the block. He returned r.-
terday to Hopkireseille to pack his
Ilesiwebota flect• and returo her, to
e• Main
Methodist Workers
The Broadway Methodist auras
nac fulled Sunday morning and ev-
ening by immen•• cora 
-gations
drawn out to heat the farewell ad-
dresses by Rev T. I Newell, who
cii soi hit feu- aeat - pastorate and
leaves tin% meriting for Ripley.
Thin., to attend the animal Memphis
cocference. Many from outside de-
iteminat ons heard hi., parting dis-
courses Sunday, and following the
evening worship everybody went feu.-
eard and extended hearty handshakes
-Malting him in the future as much
Isteess a has crown. ii his vigorous ef-
fort. here.
Sunday ante:hire about $400 was con
ten-mated to the -church to liquidate
this year's current expenses.
List evenine Presiding Elder
Plackard left for Ripley, where today
he and the other elders of the con-
ference hold a meeting hnd decide
on many matters coming up during
the gathering, which convenes tomor-
row.
Rev. W. W. Armstrong of the
Tr:mble street Methodist church.
try. Peter Field; of the Third
street Methodist church, and Rev. T.
J. Owen of the Paducah Methodist
Missions, will leave today for Ripley.
Tenn.
NAVY NOW HOPES TO
DEFEAT WEST POINT,
Annapolis, Md., Nov. 12.—The
Navy's defeat of Swarthmore on Sat-
urday has convinced the friends of the
!real team that it has an excellent
chance agninset the army this season.
Indeed, there will be disappointment
in Annapolis if the midshipmen do not
this scan-in score their first victory
over the army in five years.
: Douglass who played his first
notch game of the season Saturday,
;raving broken his leg two year; ago,
did splendid work and his showing
is particularly pleasing, as he is one
of the best backs that ever played on
the Navy tram. Captain Spencer is
giving the coaches some care, as his-
krce, in 'which he injured the liga-
ments a month ago, is healing very
sloWly.
FIREMAN KILLED IN WRECK
Fort Worth, Tex., Nov. r2.--7Early
this morning a northbound • Frisco
passenger train collided with an en-
gape standing on a curve at the edge
of the city lim.ts, killing Fireman
Joaeph D. Wilkerson and probably
fatally inning Engineer Robert
Fckwler. Three other membeu-s of the
paarsg crew were injured. None
of t e passengers was hurt.
•
•
•
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DURING MOT leSI1JNERAL
LITTLE DAUGHTtR DIED
NAOMI URBANSKI, AGED THIRTY MONTHS, BREATHED HER
LAST YESTERDAY AFTERN 00N WHILE THE FUNERAL OF
HER MOTHER WAS BEING C ONDUCTED—MRS M. A: FRENCH
PASSED AWAY AT RIPE AGE OF NINETY-THREE YEARS—
/AMILS T. WALBERT CAMP 0 F CONFEDERATE VETERANS
MEETS THIS EVENING TO A RRANGE FOR FUNERAL OF THE
LATE MAJOR THOMAS E. M 08&
,••••••-•
+ + + + + t "ib f
4 •
PERSONAL MENTION. •
• •
• • + + + st- es I. !v. + + + + +
Mrs. D. Y.. Barksdale of Union City
Tenn., is visiting her daughter, Miss
Minnie Barksdale of Clay street.
Miss Julia Scott yesterday returned
from visiting in Dyersburg, Tenn.
Hon. Hal Corbett and Mr. James
P. Smith were in Eddreille yesterday
on business'
Mrs. Birdie , Campbell yesterday
went to Terre Haute, hid., for a
visit.
Mrs. Harry Shanks and child of
Alabama arrive next Saturday to visit
the former's sister, Mrs. David L.
Vin Cahn. Mrs. Wm. Oregon Ber-
itinies nice of Louisville next week comes to
terday afternoon at o'clock, as while city on the Husband, road. The body he Mee. Van Culin's guest.
the funeral services over the remains wee taken out to the Sunny Slope Mr. Henry Burnett and wife of
oi Mrs. Tillie Urbansky were being cemetery yesterday and lad away. Louisville are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Mascot Burnett of West Broadway.The deceased was 68 years of age andheld at that home, the lady's thirty
months old girl, Naomi Urbansity, i survived by his eon, M. D H. Mr. Maurice B. Nash Jr., and bride.s I.
died at the residence of Me. and Mrs. '
Morris Hirchfield of 422 North
Fourth-
Mrs. Orban.ky passed away last s even ng 7 .to aith
Saturday at Riverside hospital from James T. Walbert camp bf Confed-
his sister
f North Sixth: 
Mrs. C. M. Benneft
near Monroe street.ths effects of an operation for tumor. crate Veterans will hold a special o
meetng at the City Hall police court I Misses Lizzie and Helen Dunn ofiThe body was taken to their home S hl •
at 412 Fourth, while at the Hirsch-
field home, several door* distant, the
little girl who ha, been suffering from
bronchitis for some weeks was brag
given medical attention. While Rabbi
Loviteh was preaching the funeral of
the mother, word came from the
Hirschfield home that the little one
had gone to join its patent. For fear
be could not stand the double blow,
Mr. Urbansky was not informed of
the death of his child until after the
wife's remains were interred at the
Jewish cemetery. The ceremonies over
she remains of the little one will be
conducted this mortong at to o'clock
at the residence, Rabbi Lovitch of-
lit-sting The lately will then be
taken to the Jewish cemetery and laid
to rest beside that of dis Isiothiss-
Thc circumstances aimmemding the
incideat were very Imishing, and
something rather mama*
Died at Advanced Age.
Sunday evening about 8 o'clock
ales Martha A French passed away
at the residence -1 her daughter,
Mrs. Clyde Cooper, oi West Trimble
street just Iwyond eLik Grove ceme-
tery. Death resulted from the ia-
firmities produced by 'advanced age,
as the deceased had been on the de-
cline for many months. Mrs. French
was u.nety-three years of age and
had been making her home in this
city with her daughter for quite a'
while. Of recent years she has been
too feeble to get out much, but de-
seite this face had many. wares
friends Who delighted in the corn
fort of her company, she being visit-
* ed quite frequently by her numerotiii
friends She was kind and motherly,
and held a warm spot In the hearts
of all who knew her.
She is survived by two daughters,
Mesdamee Cooper and Charlen Rob-
ertson, the latter wife of the well
known street contractor
The funeral services were conduct-
' tel )esterday afternoon at 2 o'clock at
the residence by Rev. Calvin Thomp-
toAe of the lint 'Baptist church Bar-
ial ocenereil at Oak Grove
• nee Miss Flora Nall, arrive next weee
from St. Loins to visit relatives
I Mr. Clarence Bransford of FultonArrange For Funeral.
was here Sunday spending the day
f
Very ead indeed were the circum- Kid4y Trouble Caused Death.
.tetances surrounding. the Urbansky I Sunday morning Mt. Pleasant Riley
passed away of kidney disease at
'home at 4t2 North Fourth street, yes - hi hart I f th's
Blacksmith Died.
At 12 o'clock Sunday night Mr.
'Charles Taylor died of pneumonia at
htr home, to Clements street in bre-
•ehanicsharg. after a ten days illness
ith pneumonia.
The young man was twenty-three
years of age and is survived by his
wife and parents. He was a black-
smith by occupation, well known and
I ked.
Yesterday afternoon at 4 o'clock
the body was buried in the Sharpe
neighborhood, ten miles out in the
enenty on the Clark's river road
THANKSGIVING ON
NOVEMBER 29.
•Comes On the Last Thursday of the
Month This Year—Big Mistake
List Year.
Ttirs year, the same as last year
'there is apt to be some misunder-
standing regarding Thanksg'sring Day.
as there will be five Thursdays in
-this month. Some people believe that
Thanksgiving comes on the fourth
Thursday i nmonth. Last year No-
vember had Ave Thursdays and some
of the nsairezines had Thanksgiving
'Wiled for November 23rd, and others
'November 3oth.
As a rote November has but four
Thursdays. and wIl have but four
lor some time to come, 'However, the
opereral rule is that Thanksgiving
cenres on the last Thursday which is
ifevember oth this year.
GENERAL SHAFTER NEAR END
Soldier Is Suffering From Acute Pneu
monis on California Ranch.
Bakersfield, Cal.. Nov. 12.—With
lig life hanging on a thread and the
doctors having given up all hope, Ma-
r.p.o. General William R. Shafter, U. S.
ilk, retired, is making a heroic strug-
gfa, aganst death at the ranch of Cap-
-William HAfc4CIttrick, li.•11 son-
law, twenty miles from this. city.
For six' days the veteran soldier has
been enafined to his bed, but not
warn Friday night was it known that
acute pneumonia was sapping the life Advertise
Mr. Harry Dtrvall died at Princeton
yesterday. He was supervisor for the
Nashville division bridges and build-
ings for the I. C., and formerly lived
Padecah Today the body will be
buried at Vine Grove, Ky his forfner
borne.
Infant Passed Away.
Yesterday afternoon at Oak Grove
cemetery there was buried the infant
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. rharles
Fisher of Sixth and Adams streets. I
The child was horn Sunday morning I
and died that evening
FIRE IN THEATER
CAUSES PANIC
Severe! Persona Injured in Evaniville.
Ind.. in Fight to Escape.
Evansville, Ind., Nov. ie.—Vernon
Gemmel, an electrician,-..was burned
seriously and a number of women
and children were injuiel and their
clothes were torn off in 3 mad rush
tc get out of the Era; 'alin street
thenter.Sumtate afternoon. 'llsp
was caused by the accidental dropping
of a hot carbon into I basket of cellu•
loid films. Flames 'shot up and the
curtains on the stage caught fire. In-
stantly there was a mad rush for the
single exit from the theater, the
crowd, screaming, struggling and
f ghtinx becoming packed in the
aisles. The crush tore the double
doors from their hinges. Several per-
sons were injored so badly that they
had to be carried to their hornet. Miss
Susan de Forest had a leg and an arrn
broken. Gammet who was operating
a moving picture.anachine, was taken
to a hospital,
—Yesterday tlie body of Slyvester
Wilson, colored, was brought -here
from' Hopkinsville and hasied. He
died in the asylton there, having been
sent eight months ago from Parlurahs,
op account of lunacy. He ran a bar-
ber shop at aoo South Third street
for many years.
London's population
bent forty-five years.
doubles in
••••
to the Register and Get
out of the patient. Rethlts.
week. This evening the veterans will
prepare to attend the funeral in a
'betty, while a committee will be nam-
e-1 to meet the body at the Union
depot and escort it to the Elks' Home
on North Fifth street. where it will
lee in state until buried.
Major Moss died while visiting his
daughter, Mrs. Marie Moss Wheat, in
the Philippine islands. This occur-
n , Mrs.room, for purpose of making arrange- Frank Phillips of South Fourth.!rents for the funeral of the late Maj. Miss Hallie Richmond of Clinton,
'Thomas E. Moss, who died in the Ky., and her guest, Miss Marshall ofPhilippine islands, and whose re- Missoula, Mont., have returned tomains will reach here the last of this Clinton, after visiting Mrs. Hal S.
Corbett and Mrs. Rebecca Corbett.
Mrs Sol Lesser has gone to Hot
Springs, Ark., to join her sister, Miss
Fonanic Abrams, who is there for her
health, which is much better.
Mesdames Luke Russell and Roy
McKinney have gone to Gulfport,
Miss., to attend the national con-
vention of Daughters of the Coaled-
red over a year ago, and before his eracr
departure on the long voyage he told Mrs. William Carroll of Memphis
the members of the camp that when has returned home after visiting Mrs.
death overtook him he wanted the George Flournoy.
Confederates to have full charge of . Mr John Bede! of Belleville, Ill., is
ho funeral services. To arrange to visiting his cousin, Mt. tames A.
cmply with his request the camp Glauber the liveryman.
rnbers gather tonight. Mrs. A. L. Lassiter has gone to
The services will be conducted at Texarkana. Ark., to visit her dangh-
the Elks building with Rev. Calvin M. ter, Mrs. J. A. Harden.
Thompson of the First Baptist Mr. F P. Morgan and wife are vis•
church, officiating. Although th• siting here from Cairo.
major wa. an Elk. the old soldiers Mrs. W. S. Radnedge has returned
have charge of the ceremonies, ac- from Louisville, where her sister,
cording to the desire of the dead man. Mrs. H. Collins. rAedi
who warmly loved his comrades. A ; Miss Blanche Tomlinson of Mc-delegation of Elks will also meet the tropolie has come he- • te take the
ri mains at the depot. I place of bookkeeper for the Paducah
Mrs. Wheat, her husband and son, Produce company
hnve arrived at Newport News, Va.., ?sir. Albritton and wife of Mayfield
vithzthe remains, but they had to re- , are visiting Mr and Mrs. Lawrence
main in quarantine for the usual ten Albr'tton of West Jefferson.Car. Mrs. Wheat writes that she Mr. Charles Janes and wife of Ev-
expects to get away from Newport ansville are visiting here.News either-Wednesday. Thursday or Ilk.. Frank Harris, the railroadFriday of this week. just which she engineer, is here from Colorado visit-could not tell instil the health offi- ing 
mother, Mrs M. D. Harris of(era permitted them to depart, the south Fifth street.qvarant me regulations being very Me-ssre. Paul Colp, Sego Click,strict rewarding people coming int° Frank Powell. H. V. Ferrell, L. A.tli;s country front foreign lands. Coly, Fred Slotlor, B. B. Slade, NookV. ten she learns the exact date they Payne. D. T. Hartrnell arid L. W.
can start for Paducah she will tele- Berme, member!' of the Elks' lodgegraph the Confederate Veterans. at Mar'on. Ill,. were here SundayThe .body was brought back ft2m looking over the Padiscah Elks' newthe Philippines MI a United StEes getting pointers for usetransport that came by way of the when the Marion lodge erects its cons-Mediterranean sea templated home. .._
Mrs. Maggie Dunlap of Hot
Former Paducahan. Springs, Ark., arrives today to visit
Mrs. Fred Ashton.
Mrs. Tennie Mitchell of Bridge-
port, Ala., is visiting her son Mr. J.
S. Mitchell of Oay street.
Mes James Howell of Lexington,
Term., is ill at the residence of her
daughter, Mrs Jack Calloway of
South Ninth.
Mrs. Elmer Walker of Memphis,
Tenn.. is visiting Mrs. Wycoff of
North Ninth.
Mrs. B. B. Griffith has gone to
..astville, to visit her daughter Car-
Tie who is sick at Belmont college.
Mr. W. E Lindsey of North Sixth
is in Louisville on business. 1Mr. David Senders and wife have
returned from Eastern Kentucky
To Ladies Only.
Mrs Kitchen is at the Craig Annex
giving vibratoe massage, face, scalp
vrd bust: all blemishes removed; pro-
ficient and reliable. Old 'phone 44.
—At tomorrow night's meeting of
the Eagles. officers will be nominated
and a smoker conducted.
—Chief James Woods and the fire
department men have just finished
gathering 1,5cio bushels of corn they
grew on the city's pesthouse farm
back of Oak Grove cemetery. The
; corn will be used for the department
ihorses and will save the city much
mosey.
1.IVELY CRAP
BETWEEN MEN
(Continued from Page One.)
as the co.vner of the animals heroines
known, warrants will be taken out
agefnst them, chargig them with let-
ting the horses ramble upon the pub-
lic streets
Baseball Bat Used.
Mob McGee, colored, was arrested
by 0:ficer Emile Gourieux last night
on`the charge of beating Adeline Mor-
ton, colored, with a baseball bat. The
scrap occurred out about Ninth and
Washington streets
Wks Not Murderer.
Stinii.,y night F M Matlock ar-
rested Henry Woods colored, on sus-
picion of being Jesse Cole; colored,
who was wanted at Indianapolis. had.,
for killing Policeman Charles Russell
Woods quickly proved an alibi, but
says he has often been taken for Cole,
whom he resembles and knows well.
There is a reward of $700 for Cole'a
acres t
Much Rope Stolen.
The Ayer-Lord tie company reports
to the police that Sunday someone
stole .;oo feet of tow-line from their
fleet of barges over at Brookport.
Boys Swipe Chickens.
Residence of Sixteenth and Ten-
nessee streets are complaining to the
police about some boys who steal
chickens that they eat after cooking
over their camp fire
General Fight.
This morning early Will Kramer,
Charles Heltback and August Berg,
all white, were arrested by Officers
Terrell, Brennan, Hill and Wood. on
the charge of fighting on the front
porch of Dr. J. W Pendley on
B-oedway near Ninth street. The trio
were drunk and in their rambles
somehow got into the yard and on the I
porch where they got into the fight. 6 I
Breech of Peace,
Rosin Bell, eolored, was arrested
late list nivht in the North end of
town ty Writers Hessian and Rowers,
on the charge of fighting another
darkly
Wheel Found.
Last night Mr Charles Richardson
ef The Hardy Buggy works of Ninth
end Harrison streets. found a bicycle
that had been !eft in front of the fac-
tory 6 r many hour*, and turned it
over to the notice who now have the
bike at headtmartere where the owner
can get it. it is a Cresient make
Another Lost Bike.
lueutenant Thomas Potter fast
nivht found a stray wheel at Sixth
and Kentucky avenue, and took it to
headqviarters, to await claimancy by
the owner. It has oh it the initials
"X. F. 0. R."
NARROW ESCAPE.
Two Cars an Freight Train
on Bridge.
Derailed
Through a chain of fortunate cir
cvmstances a had accident was nar-
rowly averted yesterday afternoon on
the big steel bridge, says the Cairo
Telegram.
Two cars
& Ohio freght
structure 4:40
bridge approach
Four crossing,, hanging
some fifty feet above the
low.
1 The drawheads in the cars atether end held the cars and kept
, them from toppling over and the train
being stopped quickly, what would
have been a bad accident was avert-
NJ.
The accident caused a complete sus•
p:nsion of all traffic either way over
tl•e bridge for about four hours
I A bald head doesn't always generate
bcre facts.
of alti northbound
train
were
just
passing
derailed
over
Mobile
over the
on the
the Big
suspended
ground be-
IPatience 1 -411.t necessarily a virtue; Acivertire in the Register -.rid Get
more often it's a necessity.
If people are the right kind, they
art_ never unkind.
Misery loves company, and it never
has that lonely feeling.
• lesentlis
or stud
ways r, Eno line of 17:-.k)us..;e;, :.• :
Ncw is the time to get a bottle of
Dr. Dwight's
Lilyderma Cream
Prevents and cures chapped rough
skin. Makes the skia soft, smooth
and white. Removes all blemishes
caused by the cold s- rids.
Delightful to use a. ter shaving.
For sale only at
B A CON'S
DRUG STORE..
Phones 237. 7th an 1 jseAses Sta.
Where the
Skin amps
We rcommend the use of
Henry's Aseptic Cream as a
never-diseppointing healing and
softening application . for
Chipped or cracked skin or lips.
Is a am night cure fee
chopped ika and skin rough-
ness; Heals, softens smoothes,
beautifies. Delightly perfumed.
Not the least bit sticky or
greasy. %lbw right into the
skin
J. IL Oehlschlaeuer
DRUGGIST
SXTH AND BROADWAY
OLIVER. OLIVER & ICOR:BOOR
LAVVYER.S
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear banl
Marshall County; Paducah, Ey
Room it4 Fraternity Building.
New 'Phone US. Old 'Phase 484
WI. 
NOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS THE PLACE
IPADUCAH CENTRAL
INCoR PORATED
3o6 B'way. Day and Night
Free Catalogue School
t'elb
WE USE
The KING OF ALL
BOSOM IRON ER
WHY?
First.
gecause it irons amcaly, ii
rough.
Second.
The button holes,
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with :nittotis
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hurrp" so often seen i. mIs.-
ing.
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky. Satisfy yourself by
-ending us your laundry.
Star Laundry
'Phone aye.
.4111
NOTICE
Mast Pricu PaW lot SoloW-Ilug
STOVES AND FURNITURE
Buy anything and sail everyman..
ate-silo Gun Sweet: via Ass.
Clem Fransiola
MOVING WAGON IN CONNEC
20 flAROUND TRIP Fr=1UU LOUISVILLE Ti
Tampr, Punta Gorda,- St.
Petersburgh, Orlando
AND MANY OTHER POINTS IN
FORIDA
VIA
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
AND
Queen & Crescent Route
November 20th.
Also Low Homeseekers Rates on
November 6th and web to points la
Tennessee, North Carolina, Solidi
Carolina, Mississippi, Alabama.
Georgeia, Florida, Texas, Nebraska,
and Colorado.
Tickets first class allowing Mend
stop-overs in each direction and good
tvturning within thirty days.
For illustrated literature and .casse
Otte information call on or address.
A. R. COOK, City Passenger and
Ticket Agent, 234 Fourth Street.
Louisville, Ky.
C. H. Hungerford, District Pasoan
ger Agent 234 Fourth street
Louisville, Ky.
J. G. BEAM, Jr., Ambient General
. • Mn.
ACKET STORE
: I I- I •••
THOMSON'S
"GLOVE - FITTING"
CORSETS
This store 11.13 hrul t•Iri• N. a .
fatuous Thomson's "(1:0.e-Fi"1:11 ' • 4:‘ A!
4
Tory latest and iie4t. :..,t 4
st)le, eutl 1. . ...• • ..q•
'rhommir:1 4 " im 4.. r
very.1)csrt prortice3 in this
oral tiuLt• it iihoiaa 1.).• • •
a. lb. 'ft-mono:4
Every rily.u,-o::•-1 '
guazanteed to t,rive *Misfit, ‘ur:.• weax.
ruitc[LL&Inomrsiii •
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH, KY
Now is the time for you to fill you' c "al house. Lump 12c, Nut 11c
B?sl. 1(entuckyana Ylinois Coal
Also $lealer ill-3/4 LIME ant CEMENT_ Agent fm Whitehall and
Agatite Cement. "KING OF:CEMENT '
ft M Cunningham,
Phones: Old 960, New 245. 
- - ThiTteenth and Adams .str,ett
at
4
s.4
C
•
sr.
hol, butiwas fed as a nursing moth-
er should be. Alcohol makes swill
milk instend of the healthy. secre-
tion that is supplied by good food."
WOMAN'S BEAUTY IS NOT CO*. Mrs. Lulu Nance read an account
PLETE WITHOUT THEM. ot a brave Catholic priest who pre-
vented a saloon nom being opened
ip the vicinity of his church and his
noble words on the occasion.
Mrs. Pearl Norvvell read a sketch
of An Up-to-Date Father," a spicy
article by Nora MI:array in the mag-
azine Woman, for November "wherein
despite the march of civilization,
me-e man is shown to be still neces-
sa."
Th's was followed by the following
selections from the same magazines:
-Women everywhere are doing more
(Contributed.) than warming up left-overs' and tak-
The meeting of the W C. T. U. last ing out greaase spots. Their house-.
Thursday afternoon was devoted, to
the department of Christian citizen-
snip.
An announsement of its meow
ard aims issued by the national su-
Where Are Establishments That Make
a Specialty of Providing This
Now Fashionable
Feature.
" We are having an unprecedeutad call
ter dimples," said the beauty maker
according to the New York Sun. "There
Ma • Lime when there was no demand
at all for them, but now we are kept
Ibmty &applying them.
"Wonaen flock into our establishment
.A:e...‘nding dimples, and each has her
esin particular style. To the casual ob-
weer all dim pie- r‘Ai seen: alike, but
there is really great variety in them.
"Of all dimples that on the chin is the
Most notieeable and beautiful. Once
Mon • •time it was the popular belief
at dimples wtre bum. Nowadays ire
Mowthat they are acquired.
"They are like French waves and false perinte. ^ dent of this department con- wil immediate 'amines. These qual-
Leech. You Cia have them if you *want tants tese words: iees have goner out to all humanity,
gem. To make s deft chin la quite a and borne tru t in new laws and bet-
difficult feat. restaurant, in ert nil a pretty 
girl' 
"Ws near much of America's needs, ter institutions for the ca-e and pro-
"You must cut. into the flesh with a seated at a table a tittle distance away but greater than 
every other need
tection of children, for the correcy
sharp knife until .)ou have severed a from another table at whica a frolic that of the righteousness that ex- tion of cruelties and abuses to wo- '
muscle. When the chin heals there will some mars with a norm wife is din alteth a nation.' men and girls, and for better 
. took place outside the restau 
munic-
, ng g. -goo eyes
the man.
"The second set ee, in which I at'
rant We'd got police permission to
take the pictures, and I had two oil
three men stationed la front of the
restaurant to keep the crowd back
while the phony horsewhipping was is
progress.
"Whea evanythIng was all set and
the fluidise was snapping away at the
homely with laying the lash across
the face eat shoulders of the Wee
nous girl--the lash looked like rattan,
was a "thou.,. sad didn't hurt
at gan.
"First • big vannlican of a Ma
slammed In and grabbed my homely
woman by her lash-wielding arm,
bawling that he didn't believe in mo
tug no woman stinging another worn.
an like that, and that queered one set
of .fllma. Tbe machine had to be
stopped while the big buttinski was
being informed that the thing was
arty a tableau, and that he didn't
tie,ong to the picture.
"He took the gibes of the crowd sour
iy, at that, and looked to be In so
much of a mind to kick our gear to
pieees that I hat to get a cop to walk
hint down the street.
'When we got all set again and the
horsewhipping of the flirtatious girl
was once moo. 'Ging on a scrawny
hntehet-fared waman, who had just
'eines! the outer circle of the crowd,
aid who wasn't up to what was corn
irg off, rushed into the scene with s
shriek, grabbed my two acting womer
by the hair, and started in to rough-
house them besh for their 'indecency
In flelelne en ,ne !tree:: as she yelled
at them. Th machine had to be
stopped win.
"The incident as had framed Ii
ay didn't call for anything like that
I had It arraused that after the whip
p'ng had proceeded for a reface the '
veiny husband of the homely wife
was to rush in and attempt to eep
erste the two women, when his wife ;
wee to turn on him with the lash, cans
lag him to skidiloo down the street ,
The girl with the goo-goo eyes was te
but it
 troubles be
MUST HAVE DIMPLES. RUIN UP: PICTUR
ES. CHRISTIAN
PEOPLE WHO "BUTT IN" WHEN
CAMERA _3 WORKLNG. CITIZENSHIP
scenes Careful: Arranged by Mow-
lag Picture Artists 
d Rend 
Are 
red TIMELY SUBJECTS UP FOR CONtnrbed r .
SIDERATION BY W. C. T.aleas.
U. LADIES.
"Our work is sometimes serieusly
thInterfered with le e buttinskis, ILL .3
then again there re times when their
slamming in help us." said the mare-
ager of a moving ..icture concern, who
himself frames na the incidents and
supervises the taL ng of the pictures.
"It is impossible ) guard against the
folks with the tting-in habit, for
wheel theyas  s e an; al unusual com-
ing off on the arc t or in any public
Mace their nature. busybody instinct
ekes hold of them end they're bound
co nudge up and tske a hand in the
proceedings.
"Over in.. Trentor a few weeks ago
I fixed up a ho ,whinptne, scene.
The first part of ,et was easy
enough to get 1 I scene in •
Gathering Proved One of Deep In-
* terest all Who At-
tended.
keeping is no longer restricted to the
four walls of their own home. Their
Icve, thee- tenderness, the r compas-
sion for suffering, their passion for
r.y;rg, thsir zeal for neatness and
order are no longer confined to their
hag falls 'to maki _be a little dent or scar, and this makes ipal housekeeping."
S.'W mansuffrage is becoming re-
sA woman once came to me in great spectable. Tants have changed since
lantrees. Site ranged to have the aorsew hipping take had met with an accident Lucy Stone was rotten-egged on the
which had inflicted a lagged cut 1.1 her place platform, and nee Susan B. An-
thou), and Elizabeth Cady Stanton
" Mr good looks are rained for life,' %vele subjected to the whole range of
albe gasped, as she sank into a chair. persecution from ridicule to plain
"1 bound up her chin and assured her
abuse."oat she wonlifbe all right in a Saw days.
'You will be even better looking than The most interesting feature of the
beloreS I said to her. entire program was a gaphic
—She smiled faantly and went away. count by one of the members of prac-
run weeks later she returned. The tncal work exemplifyng the cool-
ground bad healed and in Its place tliere mand, "Be ye doers of the word and
Oka a very becoming scar, which tool not hearers only." One of the agents
form of • dimple. of Fehr's brewery had taken it upon
1 am delighted,' said she, 'foro  1 am a himself to paint an advertisement of
Souaand times better looking than 1 his wares in glowing capitals, with-
miss before.'
"ft is the style now to have a dimpled.
Snows beseeching look; and it is the
fashion to look rather grave Instead of
• arch. This gives the beauty makers a
Mart to perform :u the dimple line, but
kip to date there have been many sin-
misses and no casualties reported.
"In Park tiny ars niaLicg dimples by
electricity. They take an electric is-
strunieet. and press It into the flesh
without, however, breaking the akin,
'Then they turn on the current.
"There is a mild shock. They re-
peat this again and again, always malt-
ing the dent deeper, until after a time
4he flesh has formed a habit. There is
a dimple in the chin.
"This is only useful for the chin, and
k would hardly work in the case of the
sheet. which is too bard to be treated in
Ibis way.
-Where cheek dimples are desired
there la a more complicated procure We
begin lay replacing lost teeth.
"After you have i lumped out the face
pal will discover that there are dimples
bi the cheeks. Make your cheeks plume
sad somehow there will appear the
magic twinkling spout
"There should be dimples on the hands
as well as on the face. To be alluring
hands mule lie idly on your lap. They
must be white ani fat, and there must
be a row of dimples iikong the kduckles
'They look more zouthful if there are
no rings at all. Rings somehow make
the hands look old. They are like liner,
end elaborate dress. They add to one's
age.
'To be pretty you must have nice
teeth. They, must be white and even
and there must be no gold visible. Then
you must have a pair of yery red lips.
"White lips mean a pdor circulation
and narrow lips mean a bad dispilsitiot
and a habit of compressing the mouth
You must haue a fine, smooth skin.
which can be obtained by treating the
akin every night with a good skin fooa.
and you must have a pair of clear, soil
eyes.
"The eyebrows euust be nice. if one!.
to be good looking and to make their
beautiful one must treat them every
night with en eyt urow " grower. The
Japanese have very nice eyebrows, but
they devote a great teal of time to them.
"The faee should be slightly oval
Chapel, something like an egg. witb the
*mei] pert of the egg at the chin. Look
at rotir face and see if it Is egg shaped
"lf it is route you must reduce it a
It it is square yi must massage
along the lines or th- ehin to take away
those square lines. ft it is long and nar-
row you must plump it out.
"And don't forget that you mast he te
dimples, for dimples are the styie tAts
year. and you cannot be a pretty woman
ivithout them."
Tips in Department Stores
Tbe tii ping evil Is growing in Nee
York. despite the discussion aroused by
the new law aimed at purchasing agents
The latest class to demand tips are clerks
in department stores. According to an
experienced shopper, the woman who
does not recognize and satisfy the itch-
fog palm of the girl who waits on bee
will obtain poor service in some stores
Akin to this is the store "graft" on which
=any clerks figure as a regular asidlticia
to their income. This is the change left
nver from purchases at odd prices, such
as $1.46. 1,67, etc. Usually it on17
amounts to two or three cents, but very
many persons give the seller 11.80 or
$1.71, and go away without waiting for
the change. This often amounts to a
considerable sum in the '-curse of a day.
Sometimes it even amounts to "whits
money." as silver Is called, and adds
materially to the day's takings.
Christmas Cards.
Although the first Christmas card
was made in 1846, very few were senttiU the yetr 1in2. Then the fashion
,'s the
seise the whip
an's hands and
for the cuttin
scene ending ,
from the other wets
to get fauna
she'd received, the '
that way."
DETHRONING OF ALCOHOL
Seing Brought About by the Hod.
ern Spirit of Scientific
Research.
--
Another potent factor in the dethros
Ing of alooliol has been the spirit ol
scientific research of recent years, says
an Open Letter. in Century. In the
great laboratories scientists have been
carefully studying the effects of alco.
belie liquors upon the various organs
of the body, and, although they differ in
their conclusions upon some points, the
result is that th, se physicians who have
moat closely followed these investige
tions have, almost or entirely, abjured
alcoholics as a necessary part of then
therapeutic outfit. These elaborate
studies of alcohol have convinced many
that the nourishing and strengthening
properties formerly ascrilled to alcohol.
Ica existed only in the imagination, and
belong to the errors of an age which had
no facilities for accurate observation
The food qualities of the grains and
fruits, it is now believed by many au-
thorities, are destroyed in the process of
making alcoholic drinks. Even ths
stimulating qualities ascribed to alcohol
are denied by many, who class It among
the narcotics beoause of its depressant
effect.
When Game Was Cheap in XAnalia.
Even as late as 1886 and 18S1 vent
gon was as cheap as beef in the fall
the choicest cuts selling for 1214 cent:
a pound, while wild turkeys could be
bad for 75 cents liach when tame tur
keys no larger sold for a donne Brant
sr wild geese were hard to get rid of,
U no one IlkA their meat. There
was little fishing, not %nearly so good
as now, and the flab were nearly all
perch or cat. The fine herd of 200
head of deer in Uncle Joe Lewis' deer
park came from a pair he caught in
the early days and penned up is a
pasture lot. —A nthoty Republican.
Osage Salt Marshes.
Along the neutral part of the Congo
rivbr there are a number of salt
marshes. The Afeicana dig shallow
holes in these, whence issue streams
Or.
The Chi- stian women of the land,
largely through the W. C. T. U., cre-
ate ideals—ideals that are as practical
as they are sound. The public con-
iscience is only individual consciences
'in bulk.
The Christian citizenship depart-
ment is persistently, insistently and
intelligently bringing the public, es
pecially the Christian public, to see
and to feel that it is responsible, man
by man and woman by woman, for
the evils now protected by law, or
tolerated without law."
"The drink curse, especially where
English-speaking foreigners come to
us for commerce or pleasure, is the
realest obstacle in the spread of
the gospel, our missionaries say.
Place upon the conscience of home
Christians, particularly mission work-
er'', the responsibility of this Chris-
tian nation pouring this soul-destroy-
er into all heathendom.
Gambling, the law says, is the
playing of any game whatsoever for
any sum of money or other proper-
ty of vaalue. The vice is as deprav-
ing as it is universal. Every state
outlaws it. We Must see that such
laws are not evaded, and we will
not rest in this essential crusade Ins-
til parlor gambling taken flight with
the rest of the black brood.
Blasphemy, polygamy, with or
without the cloak of relgion, the dis-
pensary substitute for the former sa-
loon, the non-enforcement of laws re-
lating to purity and prohibition, the
ureless marnage and indiscriminate
divorce, political corruption, civic
brliery, and the low street fair, these
and more come into our work.
Affirmatively, too, let us add our
efforts in behalf of the establishment
of juvenile courts and juvenile laws,
child tabor laws, the Consumers'
league. and in abort, do as Christ
would do in exercising the rights and
duties of a citizen."
The superintendent stated that she
had arranged the exercises with spe-
cial regard for local needs and that
there was great need of more light
on the effects of alcohoi on children.
To meet this need birrs. Emma Byrd
read an article entitled 'Alcohol and
Nursing Mothers," in whith the writ-
er referred to the fact that nursing
mothers are often advised to drink
ale or beer to increase the secretion
of milk, and the effect is similar to
that produced by feeding cows salt
1c. make them drink heavily to in-
crease the flow of milk; and that
while this increases the quantity of
milk, the quality it decreased in pro-
pel tion.
ks'burishment for both mother and
babe, can come from food only and
for this reason, good appetite and
good digestion are both necessarysAl-
cohol, whether in beer, wine, whit
ky. or any other form, is injurious
to the stomach and hinders diges-
tion, therefore doing harm to the
meither instead of good.
Dr i Edmunds of London, England,
ho has made a specialty of diseases
of children, says: "Infants nursed
by mothers wro dtink beer are more
I:kely to die of convulsions and bowel
troubles while cutting teeth than chil-
dren of total abstinence mothers."
Dr. Condi says: " "The only drink
of the nursing mother should be wa-
ter or milk. Al! fermented and dis-
tilled liquofs, as well as strong tea
and coffee, should be strictly avoid-
"
Dr. William Hargreaves says: "Al-
cohol is not only useless but injeri-
ous. Sometimes a single glass of li-
quor taken by the mother will pro-
duce sickness and indigestion in the
child for twenty-four hours after-
ward."
Dr. Bussey says: "The only ration-
al way to be adopted by mothers to
increase the supply of nutrition for
the babe is to secure plenty of stilt-
able, nutritious food. It is impossi-
ble that alcoholic beverage can add
anything to the nutrition .of either
infant or pother."
Dr. W. V. Waugh of Chicago, edi-
tor of a medical journal, says: "When
I commenced the practice of my pro-
fession I fully believed the nursing
mother required wine or malt liquors
ti enable her to nurse her babe. Put-
ting this idea to the test of practice,
T found that the !nether bad a mere
• • .ii.• ; e
cut as much as sayiag "By your
lesve,' on her fence.
Although in a very conspicuous
place, she bravely armed herself with
a brush and pot of pant to effect the
lurid letters. To her dismay before
she had proceeded far she saw her
paint was giving out while she had
only succeeded in :Dating the place
more conspicuous than before.
Using the remainder of her paint,
she wrote underneath the ad: "Woe
unto him that giveth Ws neighbor
drink," and left it until another day,
when she returned with a fresh sup-
ply of paint and blotted out the whole
neiarious concern. It is quite a mat-
ter of surprise that the brewing com-
pany would employ a man as adver-
Using agent who had not yet learned
that no member of the Woman's
Christian, Temperance Union would
allow a beer ad to be placed on her
property, not even if the space were
paid for. The union is most glad to
record this as a typical llustration of
the work of the department oi Owls-
ian Citizenship.
The meet;ng next Thursday after-
IIC n tell be devoted to the depart-
ment of legillaentl.
Tuesdiv's qtto ation fio.0 ".5.0
A; 'cam to enould • ad
"Ns re we • er ner to eine •ess
having three wives find to the- peni-
tentiary for hAing two."
The Country Newspapers.
(Press and Printer.)
It occurred to us this week as we
ran over our forty or fifty exchanges,
note the moral tone of them These
pApers are of all sizes and grades, from
every variety of town, and are edited
by practical men who are pretty well
acquainted with the world. the flesh
anu the devil. In not one of them did
we find a defense of immorality. In
not one of them did we find a sem-
blance .of defense for wffisky. In
not one of them was there a trace of
vulgarity, and none taught or jus-
tified dishonesty. Neither could we
find a sneer at purity, at religion, at
he better things of life. In many
oi them were bits of excellent advice.
little homely sernions on temperance,
fragility and industry. ATI of them
loyal to home town, and advocated
honest principles in government and
individual. Wherever there was men-
tion of the public schools it was in
terms of praise. To be sure. here and
there was some fun poked at shams,
some scorn at pretense. But the note
in every one of these two-score pa-
pers was for decency, progress, en-
lightenment, morality. And of these
editors, we know many of them per-
sonally, and of all those we know
not one is a drinking man, not one
a gambler, not one is a libertin
Most of them are well read, most of
them good judges of people and
events. A pretty decent lot they are;
in fact, we doubt if any other profes-
sion can offer a higher—or even as
high a showing. Besides all this,
the country editor is proverbially lib-
eral, free-hearted in every way. No
stray printer goes away hungry if he
has a quarter. No public subscription
list ever passes him without his mite.
He gives freely of time and space to
the public welfare. This is not an
effort to throw a bouquet at our con-
temoraries. but with Paul we believe
every man should magnify his calling,
and we are proud of ours.
Proudest Day of His Life.
Jim—What's the matter with Tom-
my? Has he fallen 'into a fortune?
Billy—No; he casts his first vote
tomorrow: !ley !ttst .—Tietrolt
"Savilint Money
Rs a Hablit"
ft's a Habit That Grows, and the More It Grows
The Easier It: Gets
Mill the Time That 4 per Cent. Keeps Piling Up
waves 111••• WM, WOMOIMSOOOMAPOOODWO
Sart Today to Save a Little I
$1 Will Sart You. OOOO •••
Mechahic's and Fanners
Savings Bank,
227 Broad
DOW
The Modern Window Ncoretios
WHILE EQUAi. IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY TO
THE FINEST AS T GLASS MADE.
IT CAN BE AI PLIED TO ANY WINDOW OR
TRANSOM. IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW Ale
ADMITS THE L OHT IN THE MOST PLEASES.°
AND AGRZEAB I E 'ft=
IT IS APPROPRIATE IN DINING ROOMS. awns
ROOMS AND FRONT DOOM. IT IS ONE OF TES
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF THE DAY
FOR ALL [INDS OF DECORATIONS.
1C1 Lee, 315 But
 ANIMMED
WINCHAYTIR
66 NUBLACK "
Loaded Black Powder Shells
Shoot Strong and Evenly
Are Sure Fire,
Will Stand Reloading.
They Always act The acme.
For Sale Everywhere.
44116.4. aM•nliW-  -3'--(-.a+-a-.--:- 7d-iV.,11M1
fl
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Steam and Dot Water Heat*.
Phone 133. 420 N. MN
•
Mattil Efinfr as
Undertakers d Embalmers. .
130 S. THIRD STREET: PADUCAIGIT
I W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building
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TS ADORN YOUR TABLE. NEW PATTERNS AND DESIGNS
IN SERVING SPOONS, FORKS, POONS, FISH KNIVES, DISH-
OW ETC. 
...gamma
•
WEDotivG GIFTS
OF SILVER ARE ALWAYS SURE TO PLEASE. YOU'LL
MAKE NO MISI AKE IF YOU PURCHASE SOME OF OUR
NEW AND BEAUTIFUL SILVERWARE.
OUR GOODS ARE NEW—UP TO DATE—SOMETHING
THAT WILL PLEASE—BEFORE YOU BUY CALL AND GET
PRICES AND COMPAIR GOODS VALUES.
J. L. WANNER, JEWELorritiAN
The Fever
Season
Mae kw Mayers tor dem miaow whose bones is eilak2Pod with
•
(1EGet estimates ea Phambiag and Steam or Hot *Orr Maeda, bow
•
Modern Sanitagy
Plurribing
d D.Hannan
THE PROMP T PLUM\PRIt.
. ps Kentucky Avenue. iss South 1 north Street BotL Pismo' sir
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident r Llfe.;Liability. steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 3eso. Residence Phone 73(
Dr .Geo. Masgana
VETERINARY SURGEON AND D'ENTIST.
Gradients from AlfOrtr4Ik Veterinary school (Par* France) deo
Oster% Veterinery school sad Detroit Dental college. Charter member el
the Obie Veterinary Medical Association. Will treat scientifically with the
lassat impiroved instruments and ap to date treatment all diseases 'of
domesticated animals.
ALL CALLS PROMPTLY ATI'ENDED NIGHT AND DAY.
Moss Thompson Transfer Co., Both lillooss 357.
Guy Nance & Son
UNDERTAKERS AND FMBALMERS
White Ambulance tor sick and injured only
Office and residence 213 South 3rd Street'
4 Mon-- New 334. Old 699 Open Day and Mght
'111•••=1••••••
A. S. DABNEY
—DENTIST—
ltuellart
TEL. 70
Excursiun:
St Louie and posessee River Pack-
et Oicimeany—the cheapest and bes
excileselor oer of Padscsh.
• lot ••••
.0
 
nrf
 
For tin Rata Trip to
• 011 U reassushrsa rotor
• a It is a trip of pleaeltre, cocntor
and rest; good service, good tabl
good roams, etc Boats leave cash
Wednesday and Patuaday at 5 p. m
FOr other information apply to Jai
Koffer, superintendent: Frank I
Browd, ages I
Or. Childcess
• EYE, FAR, NOSE IAD
THROAT.
Office and Residence, floor. i 3 gh4
Columbia Building
01111 e 4
L2'•
anagiiiI~Mlf roomm••••••••••••••••••••••••••••-••••••• moo, A•
-
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Saperintendent.
ezet Fraternity Saildiag.
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone,
PAD1JCAH. KILNTUCKY
PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
Said st k.
Gray's Buffet,
Palmer House Rat,
L. A. Lairomaremo.
•••••••",..1"5"..
E. H. PURYEAR,
Atturney-at-Law
Rooms 5 and' 6 Register Building
523 1-2 Broadway. Paducah, Ky.
New 'Phone 490.
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles,
bitittratice. Corporation and
Red Estate Law.
•5
stair Betrieleal Operation That B.
sewed the Use of a
Kan'. Leg.
Grafting the boas from • dog's lel
onto the leg of a man, to replace somi
eve inches of bone that had been re
moved, and so saving to the man MI
log, was the remarkable surgical feat
performed by a local surgeoa. It W&I
the first recorded case of grafting upol
the human bone the bone of one of the
lower animals, says the San Francisco
Chronicle.
The patient, a Swede, 45 years old,
had fallen about 12 feet to the pave-
ment, causing a compound fracture of
the right leg near the ankle. The
fracture resisted treatment, and in the
course of time five Inches of bone were
removed. It seemed that the only
thing left was amputation. The sur-
geon determined to attempt to graft
the bone from the foreleg of a Lto,‘ to
tne sawed-oft end of the leg bone of
the u..us. • small black and teal dog
eas selected fur th• experiment, placed
under ether, and his leg prei ared. The
ends of the bones or the man and the
dog were united by silver wire, and
the dug and man fastened rigidly to.
Other in a plaster asst. The report
says:
"The man suffered very little pain
or inconvenience except for two or
three days, during which the dog WY
restless and would attempt to move
The more the dog would move the
more pain was inflicted upon the maa
The dog soon realised this, so that at
was not necessary after the fourth day
to give the dog morphine to keep hi*quiet. The dog anti the man bemoans*
very much 'attached' to each other."
nye weeks later the bones had knit-
ted Bratty'astl the dog was removed by
sawing off Me leg The other sad of
tke new bone was united to the man's
bone without difficulty. Six month's
after the union the thin bone from thedogs lee bad crown and developed al.
most .to the size of the original bone tathe man's leg. The man walks with
a cane, bat can get along without ft
necessary.
TRICK OF COLLEGE GIRL
--
Shoe Clerk Divulges the Scheme by
Which She Gets Matinee
/Loney. 
'What's a fellow going to do about
13. anyway 1' exclaimed a Boston shoe
clerk the other dee, says the Shoe
taller. "It beats mas. Here comes to
Miss College Maid, and ale Is as tase
einating as she can be. She picks eat
• eve-dollar pair of shoes as pertains
lovely,' and 'won't we charge them IMPto par which we certainly will do.
because 'pa has notiled us that his
credit is '0. E.' and Is at his deep-
ter's disposal
-But next lay in COMM 0011.11s
Maid with her shoe' la a box under
her arm. She would 'really like to book
at those $3.50 shoes,' and she finally
buys them. 'Lad won't vs (Ivo bee
the change back,' sbe sayserith a
smile that will Ult most men from
their balance
"Of course, if a man made such a
proposition we'd call the police, but
were apt to bow to the Miss College
Meld with the ii,. is. and head over
the 1110 to her, as if she had mese
for only a pair of extra shoe strings
Then while Miss College Maid trota ot
to the matinee to spend our 11.50 we
razz!' our heads as to whether we
have been bunctied or whether we have
buncoed although. to be sere.
we charge it to his account.
"And if a fellow once falls • victim
to the wile* of Miss College Maid be
mon learns that she needs a new pair
of shoes about every time a matinee
Idol comes along. '
Volcano Creates Earthquake.
A remarkable example of the close
tonne/Alen of volcanoes and earth-
quakes was observed by the early Span-
ish settlers in San Salvador. When the
water In the crater lake of llopango rose
above a certain level earthquake sbocks
always followed. So they cut a channel
to allow the escape of the water and to
prevent its rising in the crater. And for
100 years there was no earthquake In
that district. Then the precaution was
neglected, the water rose in the crater
and present:), a violent earthquake
shook the country. At the same time
the lake was blown out by a volcanic
eruption.
Japan's Chemical Works.
Japan has 840 factories whereit pro
fess1onal chemists are employed. Two
of them employ over 500 workpeople,
the others range from 30 up. In the 840
are included gas works. paper 'works.
ceramic' and lacquer works Sugar fac-
tories and breweries are not included.
Many of them are stock companies. Of
these 75 produce pharnmeeutical prod-
ucts, ,5 illuminating oi/s. 40 matches,
50 Indigo, four other colors, four gas and
six incense. Japen's chemical indus-
try •Tronry 6 !".3l1 workmen. Te the
match factories there are Uve women
operatives to each man. Some factories
run 12 hours, but most of them only
ten. Men's wages average 14 cents and
women's ten cents a day.
Height in French Army.
Sincg the law of 1901 there has bees
no limit of height for a Freech soldier;
dwarf or giant. all must sena Before
that time the limit was only Eve feet one
Inch. yet the average height was we
yet run down to that of Napoleon
"grande armee" In its last years and not
long ago it was above that of the Ger-
man army measured as a whole. •
Never Twice Alike.
"Think it over again, Nanette, before
you refuse me."
"Why should I consider yoeirproposid
twice?"
"Oh, because you women never thlat
lair* illirs."..-PrIrtboutiler.
•
MRS. WORTHINGTON
•
BY 3. Z. Z.11511.11.
--
"Robert," said Mrs. Faddlewalte, "I
—I--"
"What's the tremble." he asked.
"I hope you won't think I'm extrav-
agant, and I know, It Is so hard for
y011 to scrape up money endugh to pay
the hc..rld bills that always come along
about the first of the month, but I
simply must have $20."
"Twent--say, Mabel, what do you
think I am—the son-in-law of some
life insuranee president? You might
U well ask me for twenty m.Illon. Do
you know that our expenses for last
month were $63 more than my sal-
ary? If you are acquain ad with any-
body who can tell me how to make
-ends meet when things are going that
way bring teem around ano I'll pay
him well for his thus. What do you
want $20 icier
"Oh, ncver mind, old Mr. Crosspatett
I'll get along without it some way
I know that I'm at worth half what
I cella you, and—sad I'm going to take
up steography or 1,21181C or be a t..urtie
tian Science heeler or something, so
that I will be able to earn money and
-and not always be such an expense
te you. It must be is—just terrible
for a mu te have to give up every-
thing for • woman he doesn't love,
when be might have so muck if he had
sever married her, and--"
"There litte girl what's the use of
talking that way? You know I'd be
the happiest man in the world If I
meld pile bandies of money at your
feet every morning and give you the
privilege of being what you liked with
It. But really you know, I didn't
expect to be called on fee say more en-
tree for a few weeks and bad it all
*glared oat so that I'd tie just about
able to start in even mixt month. Of
course I can give you the money II
you absolutely gibed It but—"
"Oh if there are to be any buts
please don't say anything more about
It. I appreciate your kindness, dear,
and I know that you have a generous
nature, and it must be awful selfish of
me to leave you to practice all the self-
lents'. Never oiled, get along with-
out It, 1 will -show you that I can be
brave, even if I am merely a useless ex-
pense to you."
-Hurrah! Now Ws Se so Vessant
for me to go away to work and keep
tanking all day of our joyful parting.
gnat imagine me whietliez gayly at my
teak as I remember that little old
aid the look you gave me as you tot,.
as you'd get along without it. in me
nind's eye I can see iyself calmly amok
ag my cigar after lunch and thinking.
as I watch the rings curl upward, of you
tore, radiantly happy because of your
bobte sacrifice. 011, yes! But come on.
Lear, let's not quarrel over a little
ooney Meowse you can hen& What
eel I eaisTiesiona7 for if It isn't to
;iv* you happiness? And please don't
ilk any more about doing things tot
be purpose of earning cash yourself
fon ears It as It is Your love is worth
thommed times what—"
'Dearest," she cried, pulling hie face
lows to hers, "forgive me for saying
that I did. You know I appreciate your
generosity, don't you? Ah. if you could
only know how long the hours seem
'when you are not with me! And 1
ouldn't love or admire you more that'
i do if you were so rich that you could
buy everything John D. has and turn
him out of house and home. Have you
the money with you or shall I have to
let a check cashed"
'Here it la What are you going to
r
•-.Vby, you sew I beard from Miss
tvesteott. the dressmaker, yesterday,
and she can COine to me three days this
reek. so : shall have ta get something
'or her to make up."
"But I thought you said the other day
that you had all the elothee you were
going to need for awhile?"
'Tee, f have. only Miss Wescott has
'hese three days that rh e can give me."
"I ean'ae-c ":h 'hated tool (bat
esti are obl+ged tQ. hlre her simply le
,use she has three dna for which she
-isn't engaged."
"I'm not, you dear oil goose. too yet,
te. If I don't take her UM. Worthing-
on, who is -'may to get her, will hues
.ter over the: e and find or? W.:cut eli iii.
gs I've hail remtv'e an.: the lace rem-
tong as your clothe: look
it.a,tnI:ts ... and—end—et erything.. yen
I; now."
::14 and are Just aisoeio,.; as It they had
".Well. but 'shy sho !on tore, as
.:ot flee or els times as :Luca as they
"Oh, dear!" sire' el; he !.
trere clutzhing the mimeo.
tobe. 'I wonder how MAW, heirg et
timid, Tv( r ri.anage ic get. n:o.:e at a ;1 i
CO I ote 3 Record -Herald.
feult Oy Or:!ere.
As sr. Illustration orcarryO „militery
. ;,- Nrac IN, tar. i;.;.z
'
ealgn was
o
seized with a sudden
'bout hygiene. He ordered that
men change their shirts at once. Thi,
-,rder was duly carred out, exceta. it
Tee case of one 1.-ororsit y.-where the pri
eates' wardrobes had been sadly (.e
pleted. The captain of this company J.
formed the colonel tbstyone of his men
could charge their shirts, elute the,,
'tad on16 one apiece. The colonel hesi
Uteri a moment, thee. said, firmly: 'or.
lere muet be obey,?Ll. Let the men
change shirts with each other.' "—Boa
ton Herald.
"Learn to ix." /
"Learn to mix," is the advice giving
to his pupils by Prof. Frank J. Miller
of the University of Chicago. Most
young gentlemen nowadays do learn
to "int, but the trouble is that Nair
visite too oftpa Is th se with drinks
CORRECIVD MAY 30, 1e06.
SOUTH BOUND No. tot No. zo3 No. 121
Leave Cincinnati . 8:20 am 6:oo p.m. 
 
Leave Louisville 
 tami p.m. 
, 
9:40 p.m. 7:3o aan,Leave Owensboro 
 6:30 p.m. 9:00 a.us.Lave Morse Branch 
 2:28 p.m. 12:08 a.m. ii os a.m.Leave Central City 
 3.30 p-aL • :03 a.112. 12:30 p.m,Lea ee Nortonvillc 
 4:08 PAIL 1:4o a.m. 1:28 p.m.Leave Evansville 
 
12:50 p.m. 4:40
 9311. 8.30 a.m.L.e•lft Nashville . 
 . 
 7:00 pm. 8:05 am.Leave Hopkinsville 
 945 p.m. 11:20 LAILLeave Pr -.es...on 
 4:55 P.m 2:27 a 'U. 2:35 p.m.Arrive Paducah .. I 6:ic pm. 3:40 a.m. 4:15 PAILLeave Paducah 
 6:15 p.m. 3 4.5 sin, 4:20 p.m.Arrive Fi.lton 
 7:20 p.m. 4:50 a.m. 6:oo p.m.Arrive Gibbs, Testa. . 
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9:15 2.M,
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bolo p.m.
11:58 p.m.
12:35 a.m.
143 a.m.
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5.3o. a.m.
8:to
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4:30 ana
5:18 am,
ilmo a.m.
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00 MOOS
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6:co a.m.
7:4o a.m.
7:5o am
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411 M.4
EFL *MIS DIVISION
NORTH BOUND No. 306 No. 374
Leave Paducah 
 12:40 p.m. 4:20 PALArrive Carbondale 
 4-25 Pm. 8:40 p.m.Arrive Chicago 
 
6:30 a.m. 6:30 cm.
Arrive St. Lads 
 8:30 p.m. 7:2o cm.
...... • • •
•
SOUTH aouwp No. 3os
Leave St L001,11 
••• 7:45 a.m.
Leave Chicago 
 2:50 cm.
Leave Caboodale 
 11:40 a. in.
Arrive Paducah 
 
▪ 3:35 P.m.
No, 375
9:40 pm.
6:2o p.m
7:05 2.111
I1 210 ass.
•
CAIRO-NASHVILLE LIKE.
- -
NOWT BOUND loi-801 135-835 .Leave Nashville 
 8,4o a.m. 
 
Leave Hopkinsville 
 
11 :20 cm. 6:e0 a.m.
Leave Princeton 
 
3:35 p.m. 7:45 am.Arrive Paducah 
 4:15 pm, 9:25 am, LeavePaducah 
 
6:15 gar 9:30 a.rn.
Arrive Cairo 
 
7:45 p.m 11 :10 am.
A^rr've St. Louis 
 
7:20 a.m. 4:30 p.m.
Arrive Chicago 
 
6:30 am. 9:30 P.m.
••••
  •
SOU? 11 BOUND Is0-1122 10-$36.Leave Chicago 
 
6.ve p.m. 9:40
Leave St.Lesis 114011 Pau- - -2-150 pm. Leave Cairo 
 
6leo a.m.
Arrive Padeceh 
 7:45 1.111-
Leave Paducah 
 
.7:30 am,
Arrive Princeton 
 
9:410 a m.
Arrive Hopkinsville 
Arrive Nashville 
5:55 P.m.
740 P.m
3:to p.m.
4:45 P.m.
6:to p.m.
9125 P.m.
•
• • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • •
Trains marked (*) ran daily except Sunday. All other trains revdaily. Trains 103 and toe carry through sleepers between Ciasiemiti.Memphis and New Orleans; trains lei and too sleepers between Lopis-ville, Memphis and New Orleans, Trains Sox and 822 sleepers between'Paducah and St Louis. Train Ant ecnoecti at East Cairo with ChicagoSleeper. For further iifortnatiwa, address,
J. T. DONOVAN,ligent, City T cket Office, Paducah, Ky.
R. N. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Padtcah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Loilkak NJ.
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P A.., MallePhis, Tam
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chime% Eh
W. H. BRILL,. D. P. A.. St Iamb •do
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE
_Et1TATE GENCY
PADUCAH REA.i. -"' -rESTERN KENTUCKY FARM ;. dAat
SION'THLY PAYMENT ;.-CilS FOR INVESTMENT. ITN MRN
KENTUCKY REAL liSTATE JOURIVAI AND PRICE LIST
ME TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR T.
oir.Dea e 4 SW, WfsfrTlEMOR 42.Piwdamieti. Me
Pa4ucah Steam Excursion Rates on
Dye Works 4
We have enlarged our business and
are prepared to turn out more and
better grade work. Cleaning, Dying
and Repairing.
K. C. Rose, Prop.
• 329 South Third St.
Convicted Auditor to Be Freed. ,
Indianapolis, Ind., Nov. 12,—David
E. Sherrick, convicted auditor of
state, will be released from prison
Tuesday in accordance with a su-
preme court ileciesion.
The Rivei
berRounth dintrrLp to EVANSVILLE ANoiL .
Unlimited ticket 35.00 meals and
RETURN, continous ;mileage Wee:
C:41U-11.1
ROUND TRIP. TO CAIRO, party
of five or over $150 each, without
weals; $2.00 with nestle.
Good music on all the .boats. For
tert her particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. egent
or GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass
•.eent. Phoalt
ilnostitincesailits
LANGSTAFF-0KM MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Incorporated.
•
flooring, Ceiling,
3iding
Finish
Lath
Ylow j Gum • M Ash B Maple E Oak Sash, Doors,
Pi ne Poplar Beech Walnut Elm 
R 
Interior
Polish
GUM, BEECH 0110AI FLOCRING, END MATCHED : 
BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED. TWIN BRAND-- OUR OWN MAKE
Both Phones 26! 
WelAre:Making_Very Low Prices on Howe Bills. 438 South Second
ADAD
cigar
"SEVEN ARE WE'
FOR. 25c
!WERE'S NOT A SPOOK
/IN OLD PADUKE
THAT WOULDN'T DO THEM
NONOR;
ENE HUNDRED THOUSAND 
OF
THESE YOU'LL FIND
AT
M'PHIRSON'S CORNER.
RIVER NEWS
Cairo, i2.0, falling.
Chattanooga: 3.5, falling
Cincinnati. 9.4 falling
Evansville, 7.1, falling
Florence, 1.8. falling.
Johnsonville. 3.7, falling.
Louievillei 4.3, falling.
Mt. Carmel, 1.0, standing.
Nashville, 7.6, standing.
Pittsburg, 5.4, rising
'Davis Island Dam, 3.9 falling.
St Louis, 114, rising.
Mt Vernon, 5.8. standing
Paducah, 5.9, falling.
The towboat Inverness has gone to
She Tennessee river after. ties.
Tbe Russell Lord today leaves for
Mt Louis from which place she &r-
efired Sunday.
Today the United States boat
Ilitiokout will leave for the Tennessee
direr, having come down from there
niter stores.
The steamer Shiloh last night re-
*coed to the upper Tennessee river
resume her business, after corning
Sete ind receiving needed repaira
Tisenty ot the negro rousters onis steamer Georgia Lee mutineed
alien that boat n.aclied :er: yester-
sky, 'fusing too work longer, and de-
manding their money, which was re-
Vied s they shipped at Cincinnati
et the round trip. The boat secured
It new crew here and proceeded as
ds Memphis, after being delayed sev-
eral hours.
The Joe Fowler went to Evansville
ssoerdal and comes back tomorrow.
The •Tohn 'S. .Hopkins comes in to.
4,.y from Evansville and skips out
kruneefiately on her return that way.
The Buttorff lett yesterday for
dffarsvitle, and returning tomorrow,
geo out for Nashville again.
The Georiria Lee gets to Memphis
today and leaves there tomorrow,
hound back to Cincinnati. She reach-
here F-iday on her way -up.
The Dick Fowler 'Coe out for
Cairo this morning at R o'cloc and
selves bark tonieht shout tr.
The City of Saltillo will leave St.
•Lcuis this afternoon and get here to-
morrow night bound for the Tennes-
see river.
lilieliroolmemadseelee•sesarestoosme•••
Out-of -Town
m • •
Very often an article is not
knownin this market which
may be desired by some one
who has used it elsewhere.
We Cat Get It
Even from foreign countries
'if neccessary, .in the least
possible time. It is cur chief
desire to serve our customers
well—better then our com-
petitors do if possible.
NIGHT BELL AT SIDE
DOOR.
Pie, prompt delivery all
over town from 7 a. m. to
to p. tIL „
R. W. W ILKER CO.,
DRi.:GG1S111
Fifth and roadway.
Both Phones 17s.
41411011411110111000•01MbetseiseiNVO•
TO SECURE
SEWN EXPERT
COUNCIL RAT LVIED THE AC-
TION OF THE ALDER-
MANIC BOARD.
NEW ROOM
IS READY
MISS BRYANT OF MEMPHIS
TAKES CHARGE OF NEW
SCHOOL ROOM.
+ + + + + • • 4. • • 4. • • 4. 4 *
POPULAR WANTS.
4. • • • • • • + • • • 4. 4. •
FOR RENT—Three unfurnished
rooms, $7.50 per month, and two
furnished rooms. for light housekeep-
ing. Ring 2255.
FOR RENT—An 8-room house,
;modern conveniences, corner Fourth
land Clark streets. Inquire at ata
Clark street, or old phone it66.
Police and Fire Commissioners Had Number 
of Pupils of Miss Mao $W. 
Class Received too in DeportmentNothing Before Them Loon FOR RENT—Two nice rooms
 and
Last Month.
Night For Consideration. • board. Good table. 335 South Sixt
h
street, corner Washington street
Last evening thc council held a , Yeste
rday the new room was l FOR RENT—Two-story frame
special session at the City Hall and opened 
at the Washington school dwelling, six rooms and bath, corner
concurred in the aldermanic action :n buildi
ng on West Broadway, and Miss F:fth and Madison streets_ Apply to
ordering City Engineer Washington Bryan
t of Memphis, placed in charge. E. G. Boone.
and the sewerage committee of the It is t
he room comoosed of the more
legislative boards to immediately em- 
advanced scholars of the B-ut grade, FOR RENT—Two finished rooms
ploy Civil Engineer Alvord of Chi- and 
starts off with an attendance of for light house-beeping Ring OW
cago to come here and get up the about 
40 children. Miss Bryant is a of"sone ro3s
plans and specifications for sanitary niece 
of Miss Lillie Burdine, another _
and storm sewerage district No. 3 
irstructor of the public schools., and I FOR RENT—One room and board.
which will be laid with sewer mains com
es well recommended for the posi- 726 Jefferson.
next spring. The district includes that tioil-
pu.tion of the c•ty between Th•r-
teenth street, and the city limits on
the west, Adams street on the south,
ird to several blocks beyond Trim-
ble street on the North.
The committee will at once write to
Op. Chicago expert to come or send
h:, men here to run their levels and
A:t up everything necssary lot the
plans, which will be completed by
the first of next year, if possible. The
o-ntract will then be let and things
gotten into shape so the work can
he started off immediately upon ar-
tiv.1 of favorable weather
---
Commissioners Met
The pokce and fire commissioners
held their monthly session last even-
ing at the Ci:y Hall, but there was
nothing befors them for tram/action,
so after readilg and adopting the
rhinutes of tlis October session, the
c oomissioner. adjourned
ENDLESS 1 ORTURE
D3lCRIED BY PASTOR
Rev. Dr. Carter Insists Presbyter-
ams Must Revile Their Con-
, f ession.
New York, Nov. 12.----The doctrine
on endless punishment for the wick-
ed must be eliminated from the
Westminster confession of faith of
the Presbyterian church. This ter-
rible doctrine that pictures God ka
a merciless being, must tome to an
issue. I am certain that an issue will
be made of it in the Presbyterian gen-
e:al assembly."
Thus did the Rev. Samuel Carter.
the venerable Presbyterian divine who
had so rigionsly condemned the con-
fession of faith on his return from
Europe, again return to the charge
last night, when a reporter called on
b 1112 .
There is no doubt that Dr. Carter
regards the elimination of this doc-
t6ne of endless punishment from the
Presbyterian creed as a special charge
a duly that he must face He speaks
of it as his work.
'TT am not alone in this view that
endless punishment is not consistent
with the divine being in this world,"
he said, "It pictures the All Father
a- a being bent on merciless punish-
ment for the children of men who do
not accept him It is to be torment
that is unending. Can the human
mind conceive of a more horribis
fate? Has the very worst, most fiend-
;sh, human punishment ever meted
out by man ever approached such a
punishment as this? And yet this is
the punishment that the Westmin-
ster confession of faith declares
Coid's will decrees.
'I have preached in the Presbyter-
'inchurch for forty years. For
years this doctrine has appealed to
inc as the most inconsistent that was
ever put forth by a Christian church.
I cannot reconcile it with the divine,
the loving, ever pitiful character of
the Master. His desire is for our
good, not for our ill. He yearns to
aid us, not to punish us. Yet this
doctrine of terror is put forth."
Sup' Iseb has gotten his office
furnishings, records, etc, moved out
ot the first door room to the new
basement office. As yet tbe new room
has not been completed in the Mc
Kinley building in Mechanicsburg, but
will be by the last of this week, the
superintendent expects. By then the
teacher to occupy this additional room
will have been decided on. lbe plas-
lerers have not yet finished their part
of the work there.
ihmeicteff Field of Operations.
(Philadelphia Record.)
'' I gave you a dime yesterday," re-
marked the philanthropic female,
'end f saw you go into one of thos:
low saloons." "Yes mum," replied the
weary wayfarer, "a fellow wid only
a dime ain't got no call to go into
rio m high-toned ones"
Special Mention.
The following pupils got too per
cent in deportment the past scholas-
tic month in the room of Miss Mae
Ellis who teaches the sixth grade at
the Franklin building; Rosa Summers.
laClyde Chittenden, Daisy Ford, Li
Bethel. Butler Starks, Mabel
Schrniickl Mae Ola Barnett, liable
Saltzgiwer and Ruth Ruth Scorner*.
1
GENUINE
TRADEWATER
The Masons and the Whisky Tragic.
The papers over the land are COED-
mentinit on the fact that the Grind
Lodge of Masons of Kentucky( by a
vote of 418 to 32) has forbidden sall•
ordinate lodges to receive distillers or
liquor dealers after this date. The
only opposition the 33 made was
postponement They could not face
their brothers an an open plea for the
whisky dealers
And since that action the Supreme
I.odge•of the Knights of Pythias has
excluded all liquor dealers, wholesale,
FOR RENT—Three room frame
residence on Fourth near Washing-
ton Sewerage connections, pantry,
etc
FOR RENT—Room and board at
726 Jefferson.
— --
-
STRAYED OR STOLEN—From
Seventh and Kentucky avenue, one
roes horse r6 hands high hitched to
phaeton. Finder notify The Register
WANTED:—White office boy. AP-
ply at Dr. J. D Robertson's Fourth
3nd Broadway.
FOR RENT:—Third floor over
% alker's drug store. Good for lodge
rooms Apply D. A. Yeller.
I FOR RENT—One apartment in
i"Sans Souci' apartments. 3o8 North
!inh St Salim Heatel. W. E. Cochran.
FOR SALE OR RENT—Three
room L house with water in kitchen,
new never bees occupied, Jones St.
between Eighth and Ninth street.
MeCRACKEN REAL ESTATE &
MORTGAGE CO., INC Call 31$ So.
Sixth street. 'Phone 765.
Expert Accountant.
Will post, examine, systematize and
audit books by the day, week, or the
job. Terms Reasonable
JOHN D. SMITH, Jr.. 118 Fratern
retail and hotel sellers included. It
excluded professiional gamblers -as  
building.
well. Surely it is time for the last WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
church in the land to turn the Wigs- Able-bodied unmarried men between
lo dealer out—Baptist Argus ewes of st and 35: citizens of United
Los Angeles to Hold Fair.
Los Angeles, Cal., Nov. .—ati-
rens of Los Angeles are organizing t
Sas.000.000 corporation to bold a
world's fair in the year in which the
Panama canal is opened
Violet, Ultra-Violet.
and X-Ray treatment
used in Cancer and
Skin Diseases. Dr. J.
W. Pendley, 311 B'w'y.
Free Dirt
Parties wanting earth may have
same by hauling it away.
THOS. BRIDC-PS & SON.
Contractors.
This morning early the steamer
Clyde came out of the Tennessee
river. She lays here until 5 o'clock
tomorrow morning before skipping
away On her return to that stream
States, of good character an tempt-
rite bah/to, wise can speak, read and
write English. For information ap
sly to Recruiting Officer. New Rich
eland Neese, Palnesk, Ky.
Free Dirt.
Parties wanting earth may have
same by hauling it away.
THOS BRIDGES & SON
Contractors.
Ladies we will make you a present
of $25,000. Give you
Ladies Ssit every 'ninety days, and
pas you a salary of $50.cio per month
and expenses to manage our business
in your section. Old reliable firm.
J. E. McBrady Co., 310 W. Van Buren
St., Chicago.
Caught Coming and Going.
Now when you grind your teeth
In rage at the food trust you are
playing into bands of the dental
trust—Butler (Mo.) Democrat.
Buy the
Beet Shoe Made
AND SAVE AT LEAST FIFTY (s).
PER CENT A YEAR ON YOUR
SHOE BILLS
All our shoes are made by the lead-
ing shoe manufactures, bones if you
patronize um you are sure to get
the beet.
••••••••=1Mal•
MEN'S welted . $3.40- to $4 Go
NIENII hand made kee to *Leo
WOMEN'S bend awes. • Soo is
WOMEN'S welted en.oe to $3-30
SOT'S and GIRLS beet
 
$1.00 to $3.00
OUR BOYS' MISSES AND CHILDREN'S SHOES HAVT.T40
EQUAL FOR FIT, STYLE. COMFORT AND DURABILITY, AT
VERY CLOSE PRICES
SEE DISPLAY IN OUR SHOW WINDOWS.
Cochran Shoe Co.
*405 BROADWAY
"NE PAIR SELLS ANOTNEA—THAT'S QUALITY."
1
A COLD BLOODED PROPOSITION
Would You Pick Up Sc, 10c, or 1Sc Prices It Tos
Found Them In the Road.
Would you walk hall a Neck If ',cm' holm positively that you could
Gave 54 /0C and ac 4612 mirY purchase you make is BOOK&
MUSIC AND STATIONERY?
WILL YOU NOT AT LEAST INSPECT OUR STOCK?
It is STUFF and NQNSFVSE to talk about cheep quality on Cop,-
right bz.oks and music. The QUALITY ,-. the Berne every store
hue WE CUT THE price to GET YOUR TRADE —see?
DON'T BE A CLAM BUT GIVE US A SHOW FOR YOUR
TRADE.
D. E. WILSON
AT HARSOURS DEPARTMENT STORK
NEW COAL\COMPANY
IS INCORPORATED
Madisonville Men to Start New Mine
Between Nebo and Providence..
Madisonville, Ky., Nov. Ia.—Arti-
cles of incorporation for the Jewel
Coal company were filed Saturday in
the county clerk's office. The in-
corporators are I. Bailey, Dr. T. W.
Gardiner, C. H. Murphy and W. S.
Thompson. The firm will open a
'mine betwinn Nebo and Providence
on the L. & N. railroad and will ship
l all the coal mined.They will begin sinkinege mine as
scon as possible, and when complet-
ed it will be one of the best mines
in this end of the state.
FEEBLE OLD PREACHER
ENJOINED FROM MA tRYINGI
Rogers, Ark., Nov la—The Rev.
E. B. Neal, aged 8t years, has been
enjoined by the county judge at the
instance of relatives from securing a
license to marry Mrs. Jane Salisbery,
a widow, aged st.
Relatives allege that the minister
is in feeble health and not qualified
to marry.
Free Dirt.
Parties wanting earth may have
same by hauling it away.
THOS. BRIIMES & SON.
Contractors.
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